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ABSTRACT

The abundance of data at our disposal empowers data-driven applications and decision
making. The knowledge captured in the data, however, has not been utilized to full
potential, as it is only accessible to human interpretation and data are distributed in
heterogeneous repositories.

Ontologies are a key technology unlocking the knowledge in the data by providing
means to model the world around us and infer knowledge implicitly captured in the data.
As data are hosted by independent organizations we often need to use several ontologies
and discover the relationships between them in order to support data and knowledge
transfer. Broadly speaking, while ontologies provide formal representations and thus the
basis, ontology alignment supplies integration techniques and thus the means to turn the
data kept in distributed, heterogeneous repositories into valuable knowledge.

While many automatic approaches for creating alignments have already been devel-
oped, user input is still required for obtaining the highest-quality alignments. This thesis
focuses on supporting users during the cognitively intensive alignment process and makes
several contributions.

We have identified front- and back-end system features that foster user involvement
during the alignment process and have investigated their support in existing systems by
user interface evaluations and literature studies. We have further narrowed down our
investigation to features in connection to the, arguably, most cognitively demanding task
from the users’ perspective—manual validation—and have also considered the level of user
expertise by assessing the impact of user errors on alignments’ quality. As developing and
aligning ontologies is an error-prone task, we have focused on the benefits of the integration
of ontology alignment and debugging.

We have enabled interactive comparative exploration and evaluation of multiple align-
ments at different levels of detail by developing a dedicated visual environment—Alignment
Cubes—which allows for alignments’ evaluation even in the absence of reference alignments.

Inspired by the latest technological advances we have investigated and identified three
promising directions for the application of large, high-resolution displays in the field:
improving the navigation in the ontologies and their alignments, supporting reasoning and
collaboration between users.

The work has been supported by the Swedish Research Council (2010-4759),
the Swedish Graduate School in Computer Science (CUGS), the Swedish e-Science
Research Centre (SeRC) and the EU FP7 project VALCRI (FP7-IP-608142).
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POPULÄRVETENSKAPLIG SAMMANFATTNING

Under de senaste 30 åren har webben fundamentalt och oåterkalleligen förändrat våra liv—
hur vi arbetar, hur vi tar del av underhållning och hur vi kommunicerar. Webben innehåller
miljarder av informationskällor i en uppsjö olika format—websidor, databaser, dokument,
figurer, etc.—alla ihopkopplade genom en enorm mängd länkar. Webben är inte statisk,
utan växer konstant och erbjuder ett överflöd av data, som kan användas för datadrivet
beslutsfattande och andra tillämpningar.

Hur kan vi dra nytta av all denna data? Tänk dig att du planerar din sommarledighet. Skulle
detta kunna göras av en automatisk reseplanerare? För att planera resan måste denna ta
hänsyn till olika aspekter:

• Flightscheman—valda flighter måste passa dina semestertider och måste vara kom-
patibla med olika personliga preferenser och begränsningar—favoritresmål och vä-
derförhållanden på dessa, bytestider på mellanliggande flygplatser, medlemskort för
specifika flygbolag, undvikande av länder med visumkrav.

• Hotellvistelse—det skall vara en bra plats i en lugn stadsdel men inte för dyrt; hotellet
skall ha bra användarrecensioner och bra allmänna kommunikationer till flygplats och
sightseeingmål.

• Underhållning/sightseeing—hitta biljetter till kultur, sport eller andra evenemang
under vistelsen, som inte kolliderar tidsmässigt och som ligger på bekvämt avstånd
från hotellet.

• Mat—hitta högt rankade restauranger som uppfyller eventuella dietkrav.

Eftersom all denna data finns tillgänglig på webben, skulle en automatisk reseplanerare
kunna behandla all tillgänglig data och planera din semester enligt ovanstående krav? I
dag är svaret nej, detta är fortfarande inte möjligt. Eftersom innehåll på webben är kodat
i ett format som lämpar sig för att läsas av människor är det svårt för maskiner att tolka
innehållet. Maskiner ser endast strängar av symboler där människor ser en innebörd uttryckt
i ord, fraser och meningar.

Att göra information maskinläsbar är därför en nyckelfråga idag. Fram tills alldeles nyligen
har datorer endast lagrat, överfört och visat dokument, utan möjlighet att tolka informa-
tionen de innehåller, utan att kunna ‘förstå’ kunskapen representerad i dem. Detta håller
dock på att förändras tack vare utvecklingen mot den Semantiska webben, där en av nyc-
kelteknikerna är ontologier. Vi använder ontologier för att definiera betydelsen hos termer
och relationerna dem emellan, samt för att automatiskt behandla information. Till exempel
kan vi definiera vad en “bra plats’’ betyder, och vad “dyr’’ innebär. Genom att använda
ontologier kan vi dra slutsatsen att en given restaurang serverar vegetarisk mat. Ibland
använder dock olika ontologier olika men synonyma termer. Då måste vi hitta dessa rela-
tioner mellan termer i olika ontologier. Processen för att hitta sådana relationer kallas för
justering av ontologier (eng. ontology alignment).

Den här avhandlingen handlar om problem inom justering av ontologier, alltså hur man fin-
ner korrekta relationer mellan termer i olika ontologier. Trots att flera automatiska metoder
redan utvecklats krävs fortfarande att delar av processen utförs manuellt av människor för
att uppnå högkvalitativa justeringar. De manuella delarna av processen kan dock vara svåra
att utföra, särskilt för stora och komplexa ontologier. I den här avhandlingen undersöker vi
olika sätt att hjälpa människor med justeringsprocessen och med att utvärdera kvaliteten
på de upptäckta relationerna mellan termer.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

“We are drowning in information but starved for knowledge.” has been said
more than thirty years ago1. It is even more true today! For the past
30 years, the Web has, immensely and irreversibly, changed our lives—the
way we work, we enjoy and communicate. The Web of Documents, as we
call it, contains billions of information sources in a variety of formats—web
pages, databases, documents, figures, etc.—interconnected through an enor-
mous number of links. The Web is not static, it is constantly growing. Besides,
we are living in the Big Data era which provides abundance of heterogeneous
information sources2 as highlighted by the popular 3Vs of Big Data3—volume,
velocity and variety4.

The value of the knowledge captured in the Web of Documents has not
been utilized to its full potential, as it is only accessible to human interpreta-
tion; today the knowledge is not available and cannot be utilized by machines

1by John Naisbitt in Megatrends: Ten New Directions Transforming Our Lives, pub-
lished in 1982.

2Both accessible and unaccessible on the Web.
3‘3Vs (of Big Data)’ refer to a widely adopted abbreviation which denotes the three

initial challenges for management of large datasets as presented in [46]; volume refers to
the amount of data, velocity—to the rate of (incoming) data and variety—to the diversity
of formats for encoding data; at present, ‘5Vs of Big Data’ is in common use to reflect two
other dimensions—veracity (uncertainty) and value.

4It is the challenge of variety that can be efficiently addressed by harnessing the ex-
pressive power of the Semantic Web techniques.
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1. Introduction

yet. Documents on the Web are mostly encoded in human-readable formats;
extracting meaning from them is a task that only we, humans, can perform
[15]. We, as humans, are capable of interpreting the variety of sources and
formats, dealing with ambiguous, incomplete and overlapping information
and to integrate them for the purpose of creating knowledge and fulfilling
information needs. We, however, possess limited capabilities to process and
comprehend the rapidly growing amounts of data, we cannot compete with
the ever-increasing processing power of machines. In order to take advantage
of the data at our disposal and to turn it into knowledge we need to enable
machines to use it similarly to the way we do—interpret data in context, deal
with various quality issues, integrate and draw conclusions from them in order
to produce knowledge and fulfill tasks similarly to the way we do.

Making information machine-understandable is, therefore, a key problem
nowadays. Until very recently, machines have only stored, transmitted and
displayed documents without a means to make sense of the data they capture,
and without ‘understanding’ the knowledge they convey. This is now starting
to change with the evolution of the Web towards the Semantic Web, a concept
introduced in 2001 in the seminal work of Tim Berners-Lee, James Hendler
and Ora Lassila [15]. The Semantic Web encompasses a set of techniques
for expressing and processing data in machine-readable formats. Owing to
the Semantic Web progress we are now moving from the Web of Documents
to the Web of Data where data captured in documents become accessible to
machines for interpretation, integration and inference.

1.1.1 Ontologies
Ontologies are one of the key technologies in the Semantic Web, Linked Data
being another. Ontologies provide means to describe and categorize real-world
and abstract entities, the properties they could possess and the relationships
in which they could participate. Thus, ontologies provide a shared vocabulary
of a domain by formally representing the meaning of its concepts and relations
and by defining rules for creating new concepts [96, 122]. They are a common
language, machines can utilize to talk about the world. Ontologies serve as
a basis for sharing, integrating and reusing knowledge and enable interoper-
ability between systems. Tools, known as reasoning engines or reasoners, can
infer new knowledge from ontologies.

Ontologies are complex information artifacts which can differ from each
other in various aspects—by ontology definition language, by the capability to
describe complex entities, by (number of) components. A recent survey [135]
conducted among 118 respondents sheds light on ontology usage and illus-
trates such differences. According to this survey, there are three common lan-
guages with almost equal shares—OWL, RDF and RDFS—with OWL users
employing different profiles, i.e., different capabilities to represent complex
entities.
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1.1. Motivation

Ontologies have already been utilized in a variety of domains with signif-
icant interest in the Life Sciences—one of the early adopters which develops
some of the largest ontologies. Almost a third of the survey’s respondents
listed the Biomedical domain as a primary application area and the GeneOn-
tology5 has been identified as one of the five most commonly used ontologies.

1.1.2 Ontology Alignment
There is no universal ontology and it is unlikely one will ever exist. Ontolo-
gies are developed by different people and organizations to fulfill different
aims and reflect the views of their developers. Thus, there may exist several
ontologies modeling the same domain which could differ in conceptual mod-
eling, granularity level, vocabulary and domain coverage. Consequently, in
order to enable data and knowledge transfer we need to use more than one
ontology and to know how the concepts from the different ontologies are re-
lated to each other. Are two concepts equivalent, i.e., do they represent the
same group of real-world or abstract entities? Does one subsume the other?
Are two concepts incompatible?

These and related questions are the subject of investigation of the On-
tology Alignment field6,7. Broadly speaking, while ontologies provide formal
representations and thus the basis, ontology alignment is the means to achieve
knowledge sharing and reuse by providing techniques for integrating different
information sources. Now, in the Big Data era, ontology alignment supplies
techniques to turn the data kept in distributed, heterogeneous datasets into
valuable knowledge.

One of the four user groups identified in the aforementioned survey [135]
harnesses the expressive power of ontologies for the purposes of data integra-
tion at either schema or instance level. The interest in the ontology alignment
area in the past 15 years has led to the development of many ontology align-
ment tools which, in most cases, apply fully automated approaches to compute
an alignment (a set of relationships between the entities of a pair of input on-
tologies) without any human intervention. The progress in the field has been
accelerated by a dedicated event—the Ontology Alignment Evaluation Ini-
tiative8 (OAEI) which has provided a discussion forum for developers and a
platform for an annual evaluation of their tools.

User Involvement

Advancing the algorithms has not led to comparable improvements in the
quality of the computed alignments [49], it has, therefore, been hypothesized

5It describes gene functions and how they are related—http://www.geneontology.org/.
6A broad and comprehensive introduction to the field can be found in [40].
7The terms Ontology Alignment, Ontology Mapping and Ontology Matching are often

used interchangeably.
8http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/
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1. Introduction

that fully automated approaches are reaching a ceiling with regards to align-
ments’ quality [102] and should only be considered as the first step in aligning
ontologies [38]. Already ten years ago, practitioners have suggested that in-
volving users will lead to a greater improvement in the alignments’ quality
than developing more accurate algorithms [16]. Similarly, an early survey
dedicated to ontology mapping envisioned that better tools, rather than bet-
ter algorithms, will lead to improvements in the quality [43].

Nearly half of the challenges identified in [118], and restated several years
later in [117], are directly related to user involvement. These include ex-
planation of matching results to users, fostering the user involvement in the
matching process and social and collaborative matching. Another challenge
aims at supporting users’ collaboration by providing infrastructure and sup-
port during all phases of the alignment process.

Ontology alignment practitioners usually come from two backgrounds.
Some practitioners—domain experts—possess an expertise in the domains
which ontologies describe, as ontologies are usually domain specific and built
to represent the knowledge in a particular area. These users are typically
not trained in knowledge engineering. Other users possess technical expertise
and formal training in the field of knowledge modeling and representation
(knowledge engineers).

Users are most often involved in selecting and configuring matching strate-
gies, validating automatically generated mappings, etc. The alignment pro-
cess usually demands users exploring both (unfamiliar) ontologies in order to
become familiar with them and their formal representations, and to under-
stand their modelers’ view of the domain. Further, users need to explore the
mappings (a mapping9 represents a relationship between two concepts from
different ontologies) computed by the tool’s algorithms in order to determine
their correctness and identify mappings missed by the system [44]. Thus, it is
a cognitively demanding task that involves a high memory load and complex
decision making. Furthermore, it is an inherently error-prone process as dif-
ferent users possess different levels of domain and knowledge representation
expertise, due to human biases, experience and misinterpretations [45].

1.1.3 Ontology Alignment Evaluation
Once an alignment has been created, either fully- or semi-automatically, its
quality is often evaluated by comparing it against a gold standard (a refer-
ence alignment—RA) and calculating measures such as precision, recall and
F-measure10. These measures provide a good overall assessment of the qual-
ity of alignments in terms of the ratio of found mappings, missed mappings
and wrongly suggested mappings. However, they do not allow comparison of
alignments of specific parts of ontologies, or comparison of alignments to each

9Mapping and correspondence are interchangeable terms in this thesis.
10These measures are defined in Subsection 4.3.
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1.2. Research Questions

other and to the RA at the detailed level of concepts and relations. Without
means to compare the tools and algorithms at a detailed level, their strengths
and weaknesses cannot easily be revealed and understood.

Furthermore, RAs are often not available, as their development is time
and effort consuming and requires domain expertise. In the absence of RAs,
the evaluation of alignments requires exploration and comparison of multi-
ple alignments. This involves users performing tasks at different levels of
granularity [5, 33, 113] such as determining regions with similar or different
number of mappings between the alignments, determining common or rarely
found mappings and characterizing mappings as correct or incorrect. These
activities serve as a basis to decide how good the obtained alignment is and
thus to compare alignment tools and algorithms. Currently, however, there is
little support for performing these tasks in an interactive and flexible manner.
Users and developers rely on custom scripts, which can be error-prone and
time-consuming to develop and fine-tune. Additionally, the output of these
scripts is cumbersome to explore with the growing size of the ontologies and
number of alignments.

1.2 Research Questions

The discussion above makes a strong call for efficient support for the prac-
titioners involved in the alignment process, as both aligning ontologies and
evaluating the quality of the developed alignments are cognitively demanding
tasks. Thus, the main subject of investigation of this thesis has been formu-
lated in the following research question (RQ):

RQ: How to provide efficient user support during the process of ontol-
ogy alignment and alignments’ evaluation?

This question consists of two parts which we have addressed separately.
Since fully automated alignment approaches are only considered as the first
step in creating alignments we have been interested in:

RQ 1: What features should an ontology alignment system provide in
order to efficiently support users during the process of ontology alignment?

As discussed earlier, users can be involved during different stages of the
alignment process. One of the steps—validating candidate mappings—is
likely the most effort- and time-demanding, especially when large and more
complex ontologies are involved. It requires familiarity with both ontologies
and exploring the mappings computed by the tools in order to determine
their correctness and create mappings missed by the system. As explained,
this is an inherently error-prone process due to different levels of users’

7



1. Introduction

domain and knowledge representation expertise, experience, human biases,
misinterpretations, etc. Thus, we have focused on the manual validation and
have further investigated:

RQ 1.1: How to support users during the validation of the candidate
mappings?

Recently, with the development of technology and the associated cost re-
duction, large, high-resolution displays have become available at affordable
prices. It has been pointed out that ‘when a display exceeds a certain size,
it becomes qualitatively different’ [123]. A number of studies have shown
improved performance and reduced cognitive load in an everyday office en-
vironment due to more peripheral awareness, glancing instead of windows
switching to obtain additional information, flexibility in the organization of
the space, etc. Environments where large displays are present are well-suited
for activities involving several people where they can simultaneously work and
discuss. Thus, we have looked into different means, beyond the traditional
desktop and mouse interaction paradigms, and have formulated the following:

RQ 1.2: Are there benefits from applying large displays to ontology alignment
for individual users and in a collaborative setting?

The other part of the main research question is concerned with provid-
ing interactive means for evaluation of the alignments. As pointed out
previously, users resort to writing custom scripts in order to evaluate their
alignments at fine-grained level and thus to reveal the strengths and weak-
nesses of their tools and algorithms. This is also a laborious task as these
scrips are crafted for every particular ‘question’ the user may have. Each
new question would demand a new script. It implies that the user knows
in advance what ‘questions’ to ask and does not support flexible explo-
ration of several alignments and obtaining unexpected observations. Besides,
comprehension of their results is cumbersome especially when the size and
number of alignments grow. These considerations have led us to the following:

RQ 2: How to efficiently support users during the evaluation of ontol-
ogy alignments?

1.3 Contributions

The research questions above have been investigated in several of our works:
With respect to RQ 1: What features should an ontology alignment sys-

tem provide in order to efficiently support users during the process of ontology
alignment?

8



1.3. Contributions

• In Paper I we conducted a literature review encompassing a number of
promising works in the area and have identified a set of (both back-end
and front-end) features that need to be supported by a semi-automated
ontology alignment system. We then investigated if these features have
been supported by the state-of-the-art tools. We paid special atten-
tion to the front-end features by further conducting two user interface
evaluations.

• Due to the complexity of the alignment problem and in order to improve
the alignments’ quality, a debugging step is necessary and it has been
identified as one of the desirable features of ontology alignment systems
in Paper I. In Paper III we further investigated this issue in the context of
taxonomies and taxonomy networks by integrating ontology alignment
and debugging components. We showed that this integration leads to
improved quality of both the alignments and the ontologies themselves.

With respect to RQ 1.1: How to support users during the validation of
the candidate mappings?

• In Paper II we deepened our understanding of both back- and front-end
issues by narrowing down the scope of literature sources to those focus-
ing on user validation of candidate mappings (suggested by the tool but
not yet checked by the user). Due to the differences in users’ training,
e.g., domain expert versus knowledge engineer, we have further consid-
ered the impact of users’ expertise. We have also demonstrated that
even if users make mistakes (up to 20%), user validation of candidate
mappings leads to an improved alignments’ quality.

• In Paper I we have identified several tasks users need to perform during
manual validation and have further conducted a controlled experiment
in order to reveal how efficiently these tasks have been supported by
three systems.

With respect to RQ 1.2: Are there benefits from applying large displays
to ontology alignment for individual users and in a collaborative setting?

• In Paper IV we conducted a literature review encompassing vari-
ous fields—Cognitive Psychology, Navigation in Information Spaces,
Human-Computer Interaction, Computer-Supported Cooperative Work
and Software Engineering and have identified three promising direc-
tions for the application of large, high-resolution displays in the field of
ontology alignment: improving ontologies’ and alignments’ navigation,
supporting users’ thinking process and collaboration between users.

With respect to RQ 2: How to efficiently support users during the eval-
uation of ontology alignments?

9



1. Introduction

• In Paper V we have summarized experiences from organizing the OAEI
Anatomy11 and Interactive12 tracks. While conducting analysis of the
alignments submitted during the past 10 years we have identified several
tasks that involve comparative assessment of multiple alignments.

• In Paper VI we have collected and analyzed several scenarios which
demand comparative alignments’ evaluation and have identified their
shared tasks. Two of the scenarios are directly connected to our previ-
ous work—the comparative evaluation and exploration of several align-
ment for the purpose of comparing competing tools (Paper V) and for
manually validating (Paper II) and debugging alignments (Paper III).
We derived high-level interaction features to support these tasks and
scenarios and implemented them in a prototype which has been built
on top of a novel technique for interactive visual exploration of dynamic
networks. We demonstrated the applicability of our approach with a
walk-through scenario.

1.4 Research Methods

The research methods applied throughout the development of this thesis can
be roughly grouped into two categories—(i) methods to study and organize
existing approaches with respect to the user involvement perspective and (ii)
various empirical methods to evaluate these approaches and their user inter-
faces with community benchmark datasets and human subjects. Our papers
often combine methods from both categories in order to address different as-
pects of the studied questions.

We have addressed the former point by analyzing existing literature, con-
ducting a case study and applying methods from grounded theory. In Papers
I, II, IV and V we conducted several literature reviews with broad scope and
aims for which we have used diverse literature sources. In Paper II we further
employed an approach similar to grounded theory where we first extracted
relevant features from existing literature, coded them and then grouped the
codes into categories. Our work in Paper V—comparative assessment of sev-
eral alignments—can be seen in the light of a case study used as a primary
qualitative method13 [22]. Such case studies serve to obtain better under-
standing of users’ tasks and working processes not necessary supported with
tools and inform prototypes’ design [22]. This case study together with our
personal experience in the area were the basis for the functional requirements
which informed the initial design of our tool presented in Paper VI.

11http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/2017/anatomy/
12http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/2017/interactive/
13Such case studies are called exploratory case studies [35] and understanding work

practices [61].
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For our evaluations, the latter point above, we have combined qualitative
and quantitative methods in order to obtain a richer understanding of the
subject of inquiry [22, 50]. These methods differ in generalizability, precision
and realism, and no study features all three [22]. Generalizability refers to
the extent to which the results can be extended to other users and situations
(than those considered in the study). Realism considers the similarity between
the study context and the actual environment where the working process
takes place. Precision refers to the extent to which the measurements can be
considered certain and to the influence of other factors not intended in the
design of the study.

While quantitative methods provide measurable data to study how
changes in some factors impact others they are usually not conducted in a
realistic setting and vary in generalizability. We distinguish between quan-
titative methods with human subjects, to assess usability of user interfaces,
called controlled experiments14 and quantitative methods with community
benchmark datasets, to study algorithms’ features, called laboratory experi-
ments. During controlled experiments participants follow a certain protocol
and conduct tasks specified by the experimenter. This heavily impacts the
realism and, depending on the selected tasks and participants, impacts the
level of generalizability. Using benchmark datasets enables a comparison to
other tools and approaches, however, due to the diversity of ontologies it does
not allow precise generalization to other alignment cases. A higher degree of
realism might be achieved when employing real-world test cases (as opposed
to synthetic), however, due to the variable complexity of the ontologies they
are unlikely to represent their diversity well.

On the other hand qualitative methods (think-aloud protocols, inspec-
tion methods, usage scenarios) are conducted in a more realistic setting and
provide a richer understanding of the studied phenomenon [22]. Inspection
methods, such as heuristic evaluation15, consist of evaluating a tool against
a set of heuristics or guidelines developed by experts. Usage or walk-through
scenarios16 are another qualitative evaluation method where (preferably) ex-
pert users are observed while analyzing their data in order to assess the extent
to which the tool supports the analysis. Qualitative methods are also used
with quantitative methods to provide additional insights and interpret results.
These methods are called nested qualitative methods and include think-aloud
protocols, experimenters’ observations and collecting users’ opinion during
and after the experiments.

14The classification in [22] uses a laboratory experiment but we use a controlled exper-
iment here to distinguish with the mentions of laboratory experiment in which algorithms
are evaluated.

15A qualitative method called usability heuristics in [22].
16This type of evaluation is called confirmatory case study in [35]; both usage and walk-

through scenarios falls into the scope of visual data analysis and reasoning (VDAR) in
[61].
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In Paper I we have employed quantitative, qualitative and nested quali-
tative methods respectively—a heuristic evaluation, a controlled experiment
and collected observations and participants’ opinion, respectively, during and
after the controlled experiment—to evaluate the usability of three state-of-the-
art tools. As the evaluation of interactive visualization tools is challenging
[22], methods such as case studies and usage scenario, are often employed
[22, 61], as they are more likely to provide insightful observations than tradi-
tional controlled experiments. Thus in Paper VI we conducted a walk-through
scenario in order to demonstrate the capability of our prototype to support
comparative exploration and evaluation of several alignments.

We conducted laboratory experiments with several of the OAEI datasets
in Papers I and II. In Paper II we studied the impact of erroneous validations
on the alignments’ quality and in Paper III we studied the impact of the
interaction between ontology alignment and debugging on the alignments’
quality.

1.5 List of Publications

1.5.1 Included Papers
Paper I V. Ivanova, P. Lambrix and J. Åberg. Requirements for and
Evaluation of User Support for Large-Scale Ontology Alignment,
In the Proceedings of the 12th Extended Semantic Web Conference - ESWC
2015, Lecture Notes in Computer Science, vol. 9088, pages 3-20.

Paper II Z. Dragisic, V. Ivanova, P. Lambrix, D. Faria, E. Jiménez-
Ruiz and C. Pesquita. User Validation in Ontology Alignment, In
the Proceedings of the 15th International Semantic Web Conference - ISWC
2016, Lecture Notes in Computer Science, vol. 9981, pages 200 - 217.

Paper III V. Ivanova and P. Lambrix. A Unified Approach for Aligning
Taxonomies and Debugging Taxonomies and Their Alignments, In
the Proceedings of the 10th Extended Semantic Web Conference - ESWC
2013, Lecture Notes in Computer Science, vol. 7882, pages 1-15.

Paper IV V. Ivanova. Applications of Large Displays: Advancing
User Support in Large Scale Ontology Alignment, In the Proceedings of
the Doctoral Consortium at the 15th International Semantic Web Conference
- ISWC 2016, CEUR Workshop Proceedings, vol 1733, pages 50-57.

Paper V Z.Dragisic, V. Ivanova, H.Li, and P. Lambrix. Experiences
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1.6. Thesis Outline

1.6 Thesis Outline

The remaining of this thesis is organized as follows:

Chapter 2 provides background in the areas relevant to this disserta-
tion. It discusses what an ontology is and presents its components. It further
gives a brief overview of the ontology alignment and debugging areas.

Chapter 3 gives a short summary of the papers part of this disserta-
tion.

Chapter 4 provides the context in which the work in this thesis has
been carried out.

Chapter 5 concludes the thesis and discusses directions for future work.
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2 Background

This chapter provides background in the areas relevant to this dissertation.
Section 2.1 discusses the term ontology and presents several definitions

in the scientific literature. It then lists components of ontologies and briefly
outlines several applications. Sections 2.2 and 2.3 give a brief overview of the
areas of ontology alignment and debugging. Formal definitions relevant to
Paper III are given in Section 2.3.1.

2.1 Ontologies

The term ontology originates from philosophy, where it denotes a branch deal-
ing with the matters of being and existence. At the beginning of the 80’s the
term appeared in the Artificial Intelligence community and was later used
to refer to a knowledge representation formalism [136] and spread in other
Computer Science disciplines. There are different definitions of ontologies
available in the scientific literature and some of the most popular are:

• An ontology defines the basic terms and relations comprising the vo-
cabulary of a topic area as well as the rules for combining terms and
relations to define extensions to the vocabulary [96];

• An ontology is an explicit specification of a conceptualization [51];
• An ontology is a hierarchically structured set of terms for describing a

domain that can be used as a skeletal foundation for a knowledge base
[124];
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2. Background

• An ontology provides the means for explicitly describing the conceptu-
alization behind the knowledge represented in a knowledge base [14];

• An ontology is a formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptualiza-
tion [122];

All definitions share the view that ontologies explicitly describe a topic
area. They model the world around us (or someone’s view of the world)
explicitly defining the meaning of its concepts, the existing relationships be-
tween them (for instance, part-of, is-kind-of, is-located-in, is-not) and rules for
creating new concepts. The last definition supplies two additional important
features of the ontologies—they provide a shared understanding of the area
in question and are formally encoded in a machine readable language.

Ontologies consist of different components representing different aspects
of our knowledge of the world. Lambrix [72] lists the following components
from a knowledge representation point of view. Corcho et. al [25] define a
similar list containing a minimal set of components:

• concepts (classes) represent a group of entities in a domain. They show
what types of entities exist in a domain.

• instances (individuals) represent the actual entities, they may not be
represented in ontologies.

• relations (roles, properties) represent different relationships between
concepts in a domain, such as part-of, is-kind-of and is-located-in. Two
main types of relationships have been distinguished in [121]: taxonomic
and associative. As described in [121], subsumption (is-a) and part-of
are taxonomic relationships; they organize the concepts in hierarchies.
Subsumption relations (known also as is-a, is-kind-of or subclass rela-
tions) are the most often used in ontologies since they represent a com-
mon relationship that occurs in many domains. A subsumption relation
shows that one set of entities is a subset of another set of entities.
Associative relations show possible other relations that can exist be-
tween the concepts in a domain.

• axioms represent facts that are always true in the domain described
by the ontology and are not represented by the other components [25,
72]. Axioms impose constraints on the values and relationships in which
entities can participate.

2.1.1 Classification
The ontologies can be classified according to various criteria. Several one-
dimensional classifications are shown in [111] in the context of a discussion re-
garding the usage of ontologies in software engineering and technology. Most
of them consider how general the represented concepts are and the scope of the
application of the ontologies—general, domain-, task- or application-specific.
One of the classifications, given by [84] in a discussion regarding desirable and
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required features for ontology languages, considers the complexity of the rela-
tionships that can be depicted in the domain of interest. This classification,
referred to as ‘richness of the internal structure’, and the classification in [58],
referred to as ‘subject of conceptualization’, are used as a foundation for the
two-dimensional classification developed in [48]. Depending on the ‘richness
of the internal structure’, i.e., the knowledge representation capabilities of
an ontology, Gómez-Pérez et al. [48] defined eight categories of ontologies
ranging from informally specified ontologies to ontologies precisely specified
by formal languages. These eight categories can be further compacted to the
four presented in [53, 128] and listed below. The classification developed by
Lambrix [72] took into account the information represented by the compo-
nents and arrives at a similar classification:

• glossaries and data dictionaries contain concepts with or without their
definitions in a natural language;

• thesauri and taxonomies introduce, together with the concepts and their
definitions, synonyms and relations such as narrower and broader;

• ontologies represented by metadata, XML schemas, data models, these
models additionally provide properties and value restrictions;

• ontologies represented by logical languages. The ontologies represented
by formal languages hold the most expressive knowledge representation
capabilities. Their well-defined syntax and semantics allows for reason-
ing services such as consistency checking and classification.

The classification above encompasses the whole range of ontologies regard-
ing their knowledge representation capabilities—from the so called light-
weight to the heavyweight ontologies. The advantage of the former group is
their simplicity at the price of reduced expressivity and high ambiguity. The
advantage of the ontologies in the latter group is their powerful knowledge
representation capabilities and inference mechanism at the price of complex
development.

2.1.2 Applications
The ontologies have a wide range of applications to:

• provide mutual understanding of a domain and facilitate the communi-
cation between different agents in it [15] by enabling knowledge sharing
and reuse [72];

• serve as a repository of information [72, 128];
• provide a query model for information sources explicitly structuring the

domain knowledge [94, 128, 131];
• enable data integration of heterogeneous information sources [73, 94,

131].

Ontologies are a key technology for the Semantic Web and are intensively
employed in other areas as well:
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• Artificial Intelligence—knowledge representation and reasoning;
• Software Engineering—ontologies are used throughout all phases of the

Software Engineering life cycle—starting from requirements specifica-
tion, implementation, testing, deployment, maintenance and reuse [47,
54];

• Computer Security—for modelling software vulnerabilities, threats and
counteractions [60] and in security requirements engineering [119];

• Bioinformatics and Systems Biology—many ontologies have already
been developed in this domain—UMLS Metathesaurus1, GeneOntol-
ogy2, NCI Thesaurus3, AMA4, FMA5, SNOMED-CT6 to name a few;
they are used for specification, ontology-based search, data integration
and exchange as discussed in [72, 81];

• E-commerce—such applications are discussed by Ding et al. [30]; one
example is the GoodRelations ontology [59].

2.2 Ontology Alignment

Ontologies are developed by different people and organizations to fulfill dif-
ferent goals and reflect the views and needs of their developers. Thus, there
may exist several ontologies modeling the same field which could differ in con-
ceptual modeling, granularity level, vocabulary and domain coverage. Conse-
quently, in order to enable data integration, knowledge sharing and reuse we
need to use more than one ontology and to know how the components from
the different ontologies are related to each other.

Finding these relationships is the subject of investigation of the ontology
alignment field. A set of relationships between the components of two dif-
ferent ontologies is called an alignment. Each relation in the set is called a
mapping or a correspondence. In Paper III we use the notion of mapped con-
cepts which are the concepts that participate in mappings. Each (mapped)
concept can participate in multiple mappings and alignments, i.e., a map-
ping can be of one of the following cardinalities: 1:1, 1:N (N:1) and N:M.
While mappings can represent various relationships, in our work we consider
equivalence and subsumption mappings between concepts. The equivalence
mappings connect two concepts which represent the same set of entities. The
subsumption mappings are relations between two concepts, where one of the
concepts represents a set of entities that is a subset of the set of entities rep-
resented by the other concept. A set of ontologies connected through their
alignments form a network—an ontology network.

1https://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/knowledge_sources/metathesaurus/
2http://www.geneontology.org/
3https://ncit.nci.nih.gov/ncitbrowser/
4http://www.informatics.jax.org/vocab/gxd/ma_ontology
5http://si.washington.edu/projects/fma
6http://www.snomed.org/snomed-ct
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Figure 2.1: A general alignment framework [77].

2.2.1 Ontology Alignment Framework
Ontology alignment is an active research area where many (semi-)automatic
tools have already been developed to address the challenges of discovering
the relationships between two ontologies. The alignment process in most
tools conforms to the general semi-automatic ontology alignment framework
presented by Lambrix and Liu in [77] and depicted on figure 2.1. The input for
a tool contains two ontologies and the output is an alignment. The alignment
process presented in the framework goes through two phases. In phase I the
tool generates possible mappings that are presented to the user for a manual
validation in phase II. Phase I usually includes three steps:

Preprocessing step includes preliminary data processing, for instance,
partitioning of the input ontologies or removing modifiers, such as definite and
indefinite noun modifiers. The partitioning algorithms could employ partial
alignments as shown in [77].

Running matchers to compute similarity values between pairs of compo-
nents from the different ontologies. The similarity values represent an estimate
that two components are connected. The matchers employ various strategies
as described in [80] and listed below:
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• linguistic strategies explore the linguistic similarity of the labels of the
components. For instance, the labels are represented as sets of consecu-
tive characters and then the similarity value between these components
is calculated based on the number of characters in the intersection of
these sets. Another strategy counts the number of insertions, deletions
and modifications needed in order to make one of the labels identical to
the other;

• structure-based strategies rely heavily on the structure of the ontologies.
For example, it is more likely that two concepts are similar if there are
established mappings between their siblings;

• constraint-based strategies consider different constraints, e.g., cardinal-
ities, encoded in the ontologies. They are usually used to provide sup-
plementary information, not as primary matchers;

• instance-based strategies assign similarity values based on the shared en-
tities between the concepts in the different ontologies. The instances can
be acquired from curated scientific resources (for instance, PubMED7

in the life sciences);
• strategies based on auxiliary sources use domain knowledge available

from external sources, such as WordNet [93] and UMLS8, to find addi-
tional information for the concepts, e.g., synonyms, and the relationships
between them.

Combining and filtering the similarity values obtained from the differ-
ent matchers—most often the similarity values are combined using a weighted-
sum approach in which each matcher is given a weight and the final similarity
value is the weighted sum of the similarity values divided by the sum of the
weights of the matchers. Another approach uses the maximal similarity value
obtained from the matchers.

Those pairs with similarity values equal to or higher than a given threshold
are retained in the final alignment or are presented to the user during phase II
for manual validation. The latter are called candidate mappings or mapping
suggestions; Some approaches, e.g., [23], use two thresholds—those pairs equal
to or above the higher threshold are directly retained as (candidate) mappings
while those between the two thresholds are further filtered with respect to the
structure of the ontology and the pairs with similarity values above the higher
threshold.

In phase II the candidate mappings are presented for validation to a user
who can accept or reject them. Those validated as correct become part of the
final alignment. Both the accepted and the rejected candidate mappings could
be further used in the alignment process to avoid unnecessary computations
and validations. A conflict checker may be used to detect possible conflicts.

7www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/
8http://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/about_umls.html
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User Involvement

Phase II is becoming more important since after many years of experience the
improvements of the fully-automatic approaches have not lead to comparable
improvements in the alignments quality [49, 102]. While users may make
mistakes, work by Jiménez-Ruiz et al. [68] has shown that manual validation
improved the alignments’ quality in the presented examples up to an error
rate of 20%. Similarly, the evaluation campaigns in the OAEI Interactive
track9 have shown that user interaction is still beneficial even if users make
some mistakes. The exact threshold, however, would depend on the specific
case and strategies implemented in the tool to employ the user’s feedback.

2.2.2 Ontology Alignment Evaluation
The increased interest in the topic of ontology alignment has led to the or-
ganization of annual events, such as the Ontology Matching workshop10 and
the Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative, which provide discussion fo-
rums for developers and a platform for an annual evaluation of their tools.
The OAEI consists of several tracks where the alignments computed by the
tools (denoted below with Align) are evaluated by comparing them to a gold
standard or a reference alignment (denoted below with RA) and computing
general information retrieval measures such as precision, recall and f-measure.
The precision measure reflects the ratio between the correct retrieved map-
pings and all mappings in the newly created alignment. The recall measure
reflects the ratio between the correct retrieved mappings and all correct map-
pings (which are known to be correct according to, for instance, a reference
alignment).

precision = ∣Align∩RA∣
∣Align∣

recall = ∣Align∩RA∣
∣RA∣

The f-measure combines precision and recall possibly with different weights
controlled by the α parameter. When α = 1 precision and recall have an equal
weight.

f_measureα = (1 + α) precision⋅recall
α⋅precision+recall

Variations of precision and recall have been discussed in [39].
9http://sws.ifi.uio.no/oaei/interactive/

10http://ontologymatching.org/
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2.3 Ontology Debugging

Developing ontologies and alignments is not a trivial task. As ontologies grow
in size and complexity, the intended and unintended entailments become dif-
ficult to follow. Ontologies are usually developed by domain experts who
often are not expert in knowledge representation and may not have experi-
ence with the capabilities of the knowledge representation languages. The
same issues apply to alignments development. Concept discrepancies between
the different ontologies, for instance, using one term for different real-world
entities, are also sources of defects during the alignment. As a consequence,
the ontologies, alignments and integrated ontology network may be incorrect,
incomplete or inconsistent. Using them in semantically-enabled applications
may lead to entailment of incorrect conclusions or valid conclusions may be
missed.

To achieve highly reliable results from the semantically-enabled applica-
tions, it is necessary to have both high quality ontologies and high quality
alignments. Debugging of the ontologies and alignments is a key step towards
eliminating defects in them, which is essential for obtaining high-quality re-
sults in the semantically-enabled applications. The ontology debugging area
deals with discovering and resolving defects in the structure of the ontologies
and their alignments.

The defects differ [69] in nature and, consequently, in the complexity of
their detection and repair.

• syntactic defects, such as incorrect format or missing tags, are easy to
find and resolve using parsers;

• semantic defects have their origin in unintended inferences

– unsatisfiable concepts are concepts that cannot have any instances,
for instance a concept defined as the intersection of two disjoint
concepts at the same time;

– incoherent ontologies are ontologies that contain unsatisfiable con-
cepts;

– inconsistent ontologies contain contradictions, for example, an in-
stance that belongs to two disjoint concepts at the same time.

The semantic defects can be found using reasoners, which are software
programs that are able to derive logical consequences from a given set
of asserted axioms, e.g., Jena11, FaCT++12, HermiT13.

• modeling defects are caused by modeling errors when encoding domain
knowledge. Examples for such are missing and wrong relations. In order
to detect and repair them domain knowledge is needed. The work pre-

11jena.apache.org/
12http://owl.man.ac.uk/factplusplus/
13hermit-reasoner.com
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sented in Paper III deals with missing and wrong subsumption relations
and mappings.

2.3.1 Definitions
This subsection presents several extended definitions that are used in Paper
III. This work focuses on taxonomies which are widely used since subsumption
relationships are common in many domains.

Ontologies and Ontology Networks

The taxonomies consist of named concepts and subsumption (is-a) relations
between the concepts. The following definition applies.

Definition 1 A taxonomy O is represented by a tuple (C,I) where C is
its set of named concepts and I ⊆ C × C is a set of asserted is-a relations,
representing the is-a structure of the ontology.

The ontologies are connected into a network through alignments. We currently
consider equivalence mappings (≡) and is-a mappings (subsumed-by (→) and
subsumes (←)).

Definition 2 An alignment between ontologies Oi and Oj is represented by
a set Mij of pairs representing the mappings, such that for concepts ci ∈ Oi

and cj ∈ Oj: ci → cj is represented by (ci, cj); ci ← cj is represented by (cj , ci);
and ci ≡ cj is represented by both (ci, cj) and (cj , ci).14

Definition 3 A taxonomy network N is a tuple (O,M) with O = {Ok}nk=1
the set of the ontologies in the network and M = {Mij}ni,j=1;i<j the set of
representations for the alignments between these ontologies.

Without loss of generality, we assume that the sets of named concepts for
the different ontologies in the network are disjoint.

A significant part of our approach relies on knowledge intrinsic to the
network, i.e., knowledge logically derivable from the network. The domain
knowledge of an ontology network is represented by its induced ontology.

Definition 4 Let N = (O,M) be an ontology network, with O = {Ok}nk=1,
M = {Mij}ni,j=1;i<j. Let Ok = (Ck,Ik). Then the induced ontology for
network N is the ontology ON = (CN ,IN) with CN = ∪nk=1Ck and IN =
∪nk=1Ik ∪ni,j=1;i<jMij.

14Observe that for every Mij there is a corresponding Mji such that Mij = Mji.
Therefore, in Paper III we only consider the Mij where i < j.
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Knowledge Bases

In the algorithms we use the notion of knowledge base (KB). The notion that
we define here is a restricted15 variant of the notion as defined in description
logics [6].

Definition 5 Let C be a set of named concepts. A knowledge base is then
a set of axioms of the form A → B with A ∈ C and B ∈ C. A model of the
knowledge base satisfies all axioms of the knowledge base.

In the algorithms we initialize KBs with an ontology. This means that
for ontology O = (C,I) we create a KB such that (A,B) ∈ I iff A → B is an
axiom in the KB.

For the KBs, we assume that they are able to do deductive logical inference.
Furthermore, we need the following reasoning services. For a given statement
the KB should be able to answer whether the statement is entailed by the
KB16. If a statement is entailed by the KB, it should be able to return the
derivation paths (explanations) for that statement. The derivation paths, also
called justifications, are used to show how a given statement has been entailed.
For a given named concept, the KB should return the super-concepts and the
sub-concepts.

The KBs can be implemented in several ways. For instance, any descrip-
tion logic system could be used. In our setting, where we deal with tax-
onomies, we have used an efficient graph-based implementation. We have
represented the ontologies using graphs where the nodes are concepts and the
directed edges represent the is-a relations. The entailment of statements of
the form a → b can be checked by transitively following edges starting at
a. If b is reached, then the statement is entailed, otherwise not. If a → b
is entailed, then the derivation paths are all the different paths obtained by
following directed edges that start at a and end at b. The super-concepts of a
are all the concepts that can be reached by following directed edges starting
at a. The sub-concepts of a are all the concepts for which there is a path of
directed edges starting at the concept and ending in a.

15We only use concept names and no roles. The axioms in the TBox are of the form
A ⊆̇ B or A ≐ C, and the ABox is empty.

16In our setting, entailment by ontology can be reformulated as entailment by KB.
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3 Summary of Papers

This chapter summarizes the papers included in this thesis. Papers I-IV are
connected to Research Question 1: What features should an ontology align-
ment system provide in order to efficiently support users during the process
of ontology alignment? and dedicated to issues in relation to user involve-
ment in the ontology alignment process. Papers I and II [65, 32] focus on
arguably the most cognitively intensive part of the alignment process—the
manual validation of the candidate mappings, Paper III [64] addresses the
issue of debugging the ontologies and their alignments and Paper IV [62] in-
vestigates the benefits from the latest technological advances to the alignment
process. Papers V and VI [33, 63] are connected to Research Question 2: How
to efficiently support users during the evaluation of ontology alignments? and
showcase the need of additional means, beyond precision and recall measures,
for ontology alignment evaluation. Paper V summarizes our experiences from
the organization of the OAEI Anatomy track and serves as a basis for the
identification of common tasks during the assessment of several alignments.
These tasks are further supported by our tool Alignment Cubes—described in
Paper VI—which provides an interactive visual environment for comparative
exploration and evaluation of multiple alignments.
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Paper I: Requirements for and Evaluation of User
Support for Large-Scale Ontology Alignment

Currently one of the challenges for the ontology alignment community is the
user involvement in the alignment process. At the same time, the focus of
the community has shifted towards large-scale matching which introduces an
additional dimension to this issue. This paper aims to provide a set of re-
quirements that foster the user involvement for large-scale ontology alignment
tasks. Further, we present and discuss the results of a literature study for 7
ontology alignments systems as well as a heuristic evaluation and an observa-
tional user study for 3 ontology alignment systems to reveal the coverage of
the requirements in the systems and the support for the requirements in the
user interfaces.

Paper II: User Validation in Ontology Alignment

User validation is one of the challenges facing the ontology alignment com-
munity, as there are limits to the quality of automated alignment algorithms.
In this paper we present a broad study on user validation of ontology align-
ments that encompasses three distinct but interrelated aspects: the profile
of the user, the services of the alignment system, and its user interface. We
discuss key issues pertaining to the alignment validation process under each of
these aspects, and provide an overview of how current systems address them.
Finally, we use experiments from the Interactive Matching track of the On-
tology Alignment Evaluation Initiative (OAEI) 2015 to assess the impact of
errors in alignment validation, and how systems cope with them as function
of their services.

Paper III: A Unified Approach for Aligning Taxonomies
and Debugging Taxonomies and Their Alignments

In this paper we address one of the desirable features for supporting user in-
volvement in the ontology alignment process identified in Paper I—debugging
of alignments—by proposing an integrated framework for aligning taxonomies
and debugging taxonomies and their alignments and implementing a proto-
type system. By employing the knowledge inferred from the network (which
consists of connected taxonomies), our approach allows for detecting and re-
pairing defects in the alignments while finding and resolving defects in the tax-
onomies at the same time. The debugging process consists of three phases—
detecting potentially missing relations/mappings, their validation and consec-
utively repairing by a user.
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In our approach, if a subsumption relation can be derived in the network
but not in a taxonomy itself a potential modeling defect1 in the taxonomy is
detected. An expert user needs to validate the defect which could be caused
by an omitted relation in the taxonomy (which needs to be added) or an
incorrect relation in the derivation path (consisting of taxonomies and align-
ments). In order to repair an incorrect relation existing relation(s) in the
taxonomies or alignments need to be removed. To repair an omitted rela-
tion our framework provides different repairing actions (to a user to choose
from) which may lead to adding new knowledge not previously derivable in
the network. This new knowledge is in turn used to restart the process and
potentially detect new defects. The repaired structure of the ontologies and
alignments provides better input for (structure-based) alignment algorithms
and (partial-alignment-based) preprocessing and filtering strategies.

As working with several taxonomies and alignments at the same time
is likely infeasible, we provide user interface components for validating and
repairing defects separately in the taxonomies and alignments. The user can
switch between the different phases and components at any time which allows
for an iterative and modular approach, where, for instance, some parts of the
ontologies can be fully aligned and debugged before proceeding to other parts.

Paper IV: Applications of Large Displays: Advancing
User Support in Large Scale Ontology Alignment

Producing alignments of the highest quality requires ‘humans in the loop’,
however, user involvement is currently one of the challenges for the ontology
alignment community. Ontology alignment is a cognitively intensive task and
could be efficiently supported by user interfaces encompassing well-designed
visualizations and interaction techniques. This work investigates the applica-
tion of large, high-resolution displays to improve users’ cognitive support and
identifies several promising directions for their application—improving on-
tologies’ and alignments’ navigation, supporting users’ thinking process and
collaboration

Paper V: Experiences from the Anatomy track in the
Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative

In this paper we focus on the Anatomy track of the Ontology Alignment
Evaluation Initiative in the years 2007-2016 and the Anatomy part of the In-
teractive track in 2015-2016. We describe the data set and the changes it went
through during the years as well as the challenges it poses for ontology align-
ment systems. Further, we give an overview of all systems that participated

1We consider missing and wrong subsumptions.
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in the track and the techniques they have used. We discuss the performance
results of the systems and summarize the general trends.

Paper VI: Alignment Cubes: Towards Interactive Visual
Exploration and Evaluation of Multiple Ontology
Alignments

Ontology alignment is an area of active research where many algorithms and
approaches are being developed. Their performance is usually evaluated by
comparing the produced alignments to a reference alignment in terms of preci-
sion, recall and F-measure. These measures, however, only provide an overall
assessment of the quality of the alignments, but do not reveal differences and
commonalities between alignments at a finer-grained level such as, e.g., regions
or individual mappings. Furthermore, reference alignments are often unavail-
able, which makes the comparative exploration of alignments at different lev-
els of granularity even more important. Making such comparisons efficient
calls for a ‘human-in-the-loop’ approach, best supported through interactive
visual representations of alignments. Our approach extends a recent tool,
Matrix Cubes, used for visualizing dense dynamic networks. We first identify
use cases for ontology alignment evaluation that can benefit from interactive
visualization, and then detail how our Alignment Cubes support interactive
exploration of multiple ontology alignments. We demonstrate the usefulness
of Alignment Cubes by describing visual exploration scenarios, showing how
Alignment Cubes support common tasks identified in the use cases.
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4 Related Work

This chapter provides related work in two main directions. In Section 4.1
we first discuss our work in the broad context of ontology alignment. The
following Sections 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 provide more details for each related area
we outline in Section 4.1. We then touch upon (Section 4.5) selected works
that fall in the broad scope of the Information Visualization field.

4.1 Ontology Alignment

Ontology alignment is an area of active research with a large community of re-
searchers and practitioners and annual events attracting a significant number
of participants. The progress in the field has been accelerated by events such
as the Ontology Matching workshop and the Ontology Alignment Evaluation
Initiative (OAEI) which have provided a discussion forum for developers and
a platform for an annual evaluation of their tools. Both of them have now run
for more than 10 years and have contributed to the advancement of the field.
A recent comprehensive literature review of the field is presented in [99]. After
years of research challenging and promising directions for future development
have been outlined [118] and restated five years later [117]. Experiences and
lessons learnt from the early OAEI campaigns have been summarized in [38]
and Paper V, which focuses on the last 10 years of the OAEI Anatomy track,
is in the same spirit.

The challenges identified in [117], although connected, can be roughly dis-
cussed in two general directions—challenges related to matching techniques
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and approaches and their evaluation on the one side and to fostering user
participation during the process on the other. Some aspects of these chal-
lenges have also appeared in a recent survey [99] which drew participants
from the alignment community. Since many approaches have already been
developed their evaluation is essential to reveal their strengths, weaknesses
and directions for improvement. Existing evaluations, such as the OAEI, rely
on manually curated alignments which require significant effort to develop and
maintain. The first challenge—large scale matching evaluation—considers the
demand for semi-automatic approaches for development of high-quality refer-
ence alignments to address the increasing size of the matching task. Another
aspect is to introduce more accurate (in addition to precision and recall) as
well as application specific evaluation measures. Section 4.3 further discusses
this issue. As none of the developed algorithms is considerably better than
the rest for a specific application, combining them usually provides more reli-
able results. Particular combinations could be tailored to application areas or
datasets’ features, or both, which demands strategies for matcher selection,
combination and tuning. Some matchers utilize background knowledge during
the alignment process, for instance, curated resources such as WordNet and
UMLS. Uncurated resources may be utilized as well. While including auxil-
iary resources often improves the number of relevant mappings, it also leads
to decreasing the precision (i.e. more incorrect mappings). With two oppo-
site tendencies in place—increasing the size of the matching task (demanding
scalable techniques) and broadening the range of the applications perform-
ing it (including devices with limited resources)—the efficiency of matching
techniques in terms of both computational time and memory consumption is
becoming more and more important.

The other half of the challenges are related to supporting user participa-
tion in the process. So far most of the approaches have been focused on the
first direction with little attention to fostering the user involvement in the
process. However, advancement of the fully-automatic approaches and algo-
rithms have not led to comparable improvements in the alignments’ quality
[49, 102] and semi-automatic approaches are needed. Section 4.2 focuses on
this issue. One important aspect is providing explanations of matching re-
sults to support different user groups in understanding of the results of the
alignment algorithms and to thus support semi-automatic alignment. The
manual curation of large alignments is a demanding task for a single user.
It can be relaxed and encouraged through social and collaborative matching
by involving several users who can discuss together problematic mappings.
Such collaborative effort will demand metadata standards and proper align-
ment management frameworks providing infrastructure and support during all
phases of the process—storage, version control, etc.

While our works are mostly in the direction of fostering user participation
and alignment evaluation they also touch upon most of the challenges. Our
visual evaluation environment—Alignment Cubes presented in Paper VI—
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covers challenges from both directions—it extends the available means for
evaluation beyond the availability of reference alignments and aggregated
measures and can be used for simulating different combination strategies and
parameters. Alignment Cubes promote user engagement and collaboration
by facilitating alignments analysis and provide means for presenting explana-
tions. As mentioned above, our most recent work in Paper V provides insights
of the last ten editions of the OAEI Anatomy track evaluation campaign and
surveys the matching algorithms used by the participating systems and their
performance. The work in Paper I directly addresses the user involvement
issues by identifying desirable back- and front-end features of alignment sys-
tems to promote user engagement. In Paper II we further narrow down our
attention to the manual validation of candidate mappings computed by a tool,
arguably the most cognitively intensive part of the alignment process. User
engagement and collaboration is also the focus of Paper IV where we propose
a way to benefit of recent technological developments. As the development of
alignments is an error-prone process, our work in Paper III proposes meth-
ods and a tool to support discovering, explaining and resolving defects in the
alignments.

4.2 User Involvement in Ontology Alignment

Many tools and algorithms for ontology alignment have already been devel-
oped by the community. In most cases ontology alignment systems apply fully
automated approaches where an alignment is generated without any human
intervention. However, after many years of experience in the OAEI, it has
been observed by the community that there are limits to the performance
(in terms of precision and recall of the alignments) of the automated systems
since advancing the algorithms did not lead to comparable improvements in
the alignments’ quality [49, 102]. Higher quality alignments will be achieved
with the help of better user interfaces exhibiting good scalability features,
rather than more accurate matchers [16] where fully automated approaches
should only be the first step in the alignments generation [38]. According to
[108] user interaction is essential (in the context of large ontologies) for con-
figuring the matching process, incremental matching and providing feedback
to the system regarding the generated candidate mappings.

The demand for user involvement has been recognized by the alignment
community and resulted in the introduction of the OAEI Interactive track1 in
2013. Simulating user input by an (all-knowing) oracle led to the improvement
of the alignments’ quality in comparison to the fully automated approaches as
shown during the OAEI Interactive track2 evaluation campaigns and in [68].

1The track evaluates the performance of interactive approaches by simulating user in-
teraction. Currently, it does not evaluate the user experience or the user interfaces of the
systems.

2http://sws.ifi.uio.no/oaei/interactive/
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Further, these works have also demonstrated that even if users make some
mistakes the interaction still leads to improved quality of the alignments.

Evaluation of interactive ontology alignment tools is considered by Paul-
heim et al. [102]. The authors discuss building a cost model for the different
user interactions to assess the effort needed by a domain expert. Inspired
by the evaluation of active learning tools, the authors also propose to plot
the alignment after each user interaction and compare the tools according to
the area under the learning curve. Work by Duchateau et al. [34] define a
measure for assessing users’ post matching effort on the basis of the number
of candidate mappings and manual effort needed for the discovering of missed
mappings.

Ontology alignment is a complex and challenging task imposing significant
cognitive demands on the users [42, 45]. Users are most often involved in se-
lecting matchers and configuring combination strategies, validating automat-
ically generated mappings, etc. From the user perspective, manual validation
of candidate mappings is arguably the most cognitively intensive part of the
process as it usually involves exploration of both (unfamiliar) ontologies, in
order to become familiar with them, and their formal representations in order
to understand their modelers’ view of the domain. Further, the user needs
to explore the mappings computed by the tool’s algorithms in order to de-
termine their correctness and create mappings missed by the system. It is
an inherently error-prone process due to different levels of users’ domain and
knowledge representation expertise, experience, human biases and misinter-
pretation.

Graphical interfaces are essential to support users during the manual val-
idation of candidate mappings but also during the entire ontology alignment
process. However, only about one third of the systems participating in the
OAEI campaigns have any, while many systems do not provide such at all
[117]. Tools’ interfaces often resulted from the need to provide user input
to matchers [42], and our works in Papers I and II reveal functionality and
usability issues with them. They are rarely theoretically grounded and not
based on advances in cognitive and behavioral sciences (except [45]).

As ontology alignment involves working simultaneously with at least two
ontologies and numerous mappings interactive user interfaces have the poten-
tial to significantly facilitate their presentation and navigation and to reduce
the cognitive load during the alignment process. The demand for comprehen-
sive user interfaces is even more pressing given the trend towards growing size
and complexity of the ontologies and the alignments.

Several works have explored these issues in depth [41, 42, 44, 45, 49, 74,
83]. Early on, Lambrix and Edberg [74] have conducted a comparative evalu-
ation of two state-of-the-art (at that time) alignment systems—the PROMPT
plugin for Protégé-2000 [98] and Chimaera [89]. The evaluation consisted of
two parts—a literature study using predefined criteria not directly related to
the user interfaces and a user interface evaluation with 8 novice users with
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different backgrounds. The REAL methodology was selected for the inter-
face evaluation. It consists of a questionnaire with questions grouped in four
categories—relevance, efficiency, attitude and learnability. Time to complete
a task and task success (in terms of precision and recall) were measured as
well.

Work by Falconer et al. [44, 45] is probably one of the first accounts of
cognitive support in the field of ontology alignment. Based on a small user
study and review of relevant literature in cognition and decision making, the
authors have developed a theoretical framework for cognitive support and a
prototype implementation following the framework’s principles. The frame-
work consists of four dimensions covering the interaction between a user and a
semi-automatic alignment tool during the validation of candidate mappings—
computing an initial alignment (Analysis and Generation), its presentation to
the user (Representation Dimension), user analysis of the alignment (Analysis
and Decision Making) and the interaction with the tool’s interface to change
the initial alignment (Interaction Dimension).

Further, works by Euzenat et al. [41] and Granitzer et al. [49] collected
and presented requirements for interactive ontology alignment systems in both
individual and collaborative settings. These can be related to the four di-
mensions described above and include navigation and exploration capabilities
at different levels of detail following the familiar visual information-seeking
mantra [114]—overview, zoom, filter, detail on demand; explanation of match-
ing results and highlighting promising regions worth user attention; interac-
tions to modify the current alignment; assigning parts of the alignment to
different users in a collaborative setting and providing communication means,
such as annotating, commenting and voting, to facilitate collaboration.

Another work by Lanzenberger et al. [83] viewed ontology alignment in
the light of exploratory data analysis and distinguishes three types of visual-
izations according to their purpose: exploration (to obtain insights and derive
hypotheses), analysis (to confirm or reject hypotheses) and presentation (as
means to communicate the findings). Based on these reflections the authors
have based their prototype implementation on the following guidelines for ex-
ploratory data analysis—’maximize insight into a data set’, ‘uncover underly-
ing structure’, ‘extract important variables’, ‘detect outliers and anomalies’,
‘test underlying assumptions’. These guidelines can be considered higher-level
tasks compared to those described in [41, 49].

The papers in this dissertation have contributed to the body of existing
work in the following manner. In Paper I we have identified desirable back-
and front-end features for ontology alignment systems which contribute to
fostering user engagement in (large-scale) ontology alignment problems. We
have used the user interface features from [41, 44, 45, 49] to develop three
categories according to the function they support—inspection, manipulation
and explanation of alignments. The back-end features further include various
complementary functionalities to assist the user in managing larger and more
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complex ontologies and alignments (which may further pose additional visu-
alization and interface requirements). They contribute to the development of
responsive interfaces (in terms of reasonable response time [68]) and a com-
plete infrastructure that supports the users during large-scale alignment tasks.
We have further conducted a literature review to reveal how these features
are supported by existing systems and two user interface evaluations of three
state-of-the-art tools.

In Paper II we have deepened our understanding of the process of
manual validation of candidate mappings and have analyzed it from two
perspectives—user interface perspective and system services which contribute
to reducing user intervention. We have further conducted another review nar-
rowing down its scope to works focusing on these two perspectives. We have
also touched upon the issue of the users’ (domain or knowledge representa-
tion) level of expertise and experience with the respective alignment system.
Lastly, this work has also provided an overview of the results of the OAEI
Interactive track in 20153 to illustrate the impact of user error on the align-
ments’ quality and reveal differences between the implemented strategies to
deal with erroneous input.

Furthermore, we have taken advantage of the latest technological devel-
opments and in Paper IV we have gone beyond regular visualization and in-
teraction settings, e.g., desktop and mouse. There, we have investigated the
application of large, high-resolution displays in the field of ontology alignment.
Drawing from the characteristics of the matching task we have identified three
promising directions for future research—improving the navigation in the on-
tologies and their alignments, space to support users’ thinking process and
collaboration.

In Paper VI we have viewed the evaluation of ontology alignments as an
exploratory task. We have identified several use-cases that would benefit from
comparative assessment of several alignments at different level of detail and
have discussed their shared analytical tasks and features that would benefit
from visual support. To address them we have proposed an interactive visual
environment for the simultaneous comparative exploration and evaluation of
multiple alignments at different levels of granularity. Our work have provided
new means for ontology alignment evaluation by enabling visual interactive
assessment of ontology alignments.

Paper III has addressed one of the desirable features identified in Paper I—
debugging of alignments—in more detail. As the development of alignments
is an error-prone process, we have developed a visual tool for discovering,
explaining and resolving defects in taxonomies and taxonomy networks. We
focus on modeling defects which demand domain knowledge to discover and
resolve. We take advantage of the knowledge inferred from the ontology net-

3http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/2015/results/interactive/
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work to support the detection of modeling defects without the need of external
domain knowledge.

4.3 Ontology Alignment Evaluation

We first discuss measures for ontology alignment evaluation in Subsection 4.3.1
and then frameworks and tools devoted to the evaluation task in Subsection
4.3.2.

4.3.1 Measures
Euzenat and Shvaiko [39] present a broad discussion on the evaluation of on-
tology matching systems. They first outline five general principles on which
the evaluation should be based on: systematic procedure to allow for non-
ambiguous and reproducible results, continuity to observe the progress in the
field, clear evaluation rules and non-biased dataset (quality and equity), easily
accessible datasets and results (dissemination) and intelligibility which con-
cerns the analysis and explanation of the computed alignments. Our work in
Papers V and VI addresses some of these principles. In Paper V we summarize
and discuss the last 10 editions of the OAEI Anatomy track thus contributing
to the continuity and dissemination principles. In Paper VI we address the
last principle—intelligibility—by enabling interactive visual analysis and ex-
ploration of multiple alignments at different levels of detail in two of the three
evaluation types mentioned further by the authors: competence benchmarks
which allow for assessing tool’s performance on a particular task or input
and comparative evaluation which considers comparing the performance of
multiple tools on a common task.

After outlining these general evaluation principles, different evaluation
measures and their application have been discussed and exemplified. The
measures are divided into compliance measures which assess to what extent
the evaluated alignment conforms to a reference alignment, performance mea-
sures which take into account the consumption of computational resources
and user-related measures which aim to assess perceived user satisfaction and
required interactions with the tool.

The compliance related measures include both classical information re-
trieval measures, such as precision, recall and F-measure, their complements
(noise and silence) and overall, as well as measures which account for specific
features of the alignments, such as weighted, relaxed and semantic precision
and recall. Semantic precision and recall take into account if a mapping is
entailed in the reference alignment. Weighted precision and recall take into
account confidence values if provided in the alignment and may be used to
suggest which mappings need human inspection, i.e. mappings with lower
confidence may need manual validation while those with higher confidence
can be directly added to the final alignment. Relaxed precision and recall,
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discussed in detail in [36], take into account “near misses” and could be used
to compute the user effort needed to correct the evaluated alignment. In the
effort-based measure various weights can be assigned according to the type
and difficulty to perform corrections in an alignment editor. The authors ar-
gue that the last measure is better than the overall measure which simply
counts the edit distance between the evaluated and reference alignments.

Duchateau et al. [34] propose another compliance measure—schema prox-
imity which assesses the quality of an integrated schema in comparison to a
reference schema. This measure is an aggregation of three other measures—
completeness which assesses the ratio of elements of the integrated schema
present in the reference schema, minimality which measures the amount of
additional elements in the integrated schema and structurality which assesses
the structural similarity between the two schemas.

Further, Euzenat and Shvaiko [39] discuss performance measures. They
consider the efficiency of algorithms in terms of speed, memory and scalabil-
ity. These, together with the other measures listed above, may impact the
perceived user satisfaction. User satisfaction is a highly subjective measure
which may vary in a number of factors and their weights depending on the
user and particular alignment task. Another user-related measure counts the
number of times the tool presents a candidate mapping for user validation
during the alignment process. It has been implemented in the OAEI Interac-
tive track since its beginning in 2013. When a reference alignment is available
it can be used to simulate an oracle user who uses the reference alignment to
validate candidate mappings provided by the tool.

Being variations of precision and recall, the measures outlined above are
aggregated measures expressing the “goodness” of alignment with single num-
bers, which may not always be possible to compute (i.e. confidence is rarely
provided and a cost model needs to be built to compute the effort-based mea-
sures) and, importantly, they rely on the existence of reference alignments4.
They summarize the alignment quality but do not allow for fine-grained dif-
ferentiation between the approaches and algorithms to the level of single map-
pings. This is, however, highly demanded in order to reveal differences be-
tween approaches as tools often compute different mappings as showcased by
Jiménez-Ruiz et al [66] and the evaluation in the OAEI Anatomy track in
20075. In comparison, our work in Paper VI provides a different evaluation
approach and means for evaluation even when no reference alignments are
available. It allows flexible visual exploration of several alignments at grad-
ually changing level of detail ranging from an overview of several alignments
to the level of single mappings in an alignment. This allows for fine-grained

4When reference alignments are not available, the authors propose to create partial
reference alignments by applying various sampling techniques. The samples are then evalu-
ated by expert users and used to compute relative precision and recall. Thus, this method
is also based on the existence of an alignment curated in advance.

5http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/2007/results/anatomy/
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differentiation between the approaches and easily studying their impact in
various (corner) cases. The measures above can be used to complement our
work by highlighting promising parts of the alignments worth user attention.

4.3.2 Tools & Frameworks
Two alignment systems provide means for comparative evaluation of several
alignments as means to facilitate alignment development. AgreementMaker
[27] supports visualization of several alignments together by showing juxta-
posed matrices computed by (a combination of) different matchers; an ad-
ditional matrix can highlight disagreement in the computed mappings. If
a reference alignment is available it can be overlaid on top of each match-
ers’ matrix. Analytical tasks are further supported in its recent extensions
[5, 85] by implementing parallel coordinate and pie chart views. The juxta-
posed matrices resemble the most detailed views in our tool Alignment Cubes
presented in Paper VI which also supplies coarse-grained views to support
flexible exploration of the alignments. A recent tool, VOAR [113], favors
another approach for visualizing multiple ontology alignments (including also
alignments computed by different tools) at once. Alignments can be compared
to a reference alignment and a tabular view with different icons for true/false
positive/negatives presents the outcome. Visualizing multiple alignments is
achieved by color-coded edges between the ontologies represented as indented
trees. Due to this the display quickly becomes cluttered with the growing
number of tools and concepts in both ontologies although filtering by thresh-
old or mapping type is supported.

An early alignment evaluation framework, KitAMO [79], supports the
study, evaluation and comparison of (combination of) alignment strategies
based on their performance and compliance measures on test cases. The
framework contains a database of evaluation cases (ontologies and reference
alignments) and receives as input different alignment components (matchers,
filters and combination algorithms). The user can decide via a user interface
which evaluation case to run. KitAMO computes and stores the similarity
values generated by the components and provides an analysis tool to compare
run times and alignment quality in terms of precision, recall and F-measure
for different combinations of components. Through the analysis tool the user
can save the evaluation results into the database and produce an evaluation
report. The evaluation results are presented in the form of sortable tables.
The influence of (combinations of) matchers and thresholds on the alignment
quality can be compared by sorting in different ways. To examine the align-
ments in more detail a table can be used to depict not found correct mappings
and compare the mappings found by the different matchers.
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The OAEI evaluation campaigns are conducted on the SEALS6 platform.
It provides a scalable and extensible infrastructure for remote evaluation of
semantic technologies. The alignments computed by the tools are compared
to reference alignments and evaluated in terms of precision, recall, F-measure,
run time, coherence and number of requests to an oracle. The results are in the
form of text files which are further analyzed by custom scripts and presented
on the OAEI web site in sortable tables.

Probably closest to our work w.r.t. the user interface is the framework for
modeling and comparing matching systems—Auto Mapping Core (AMC)—
described in [104]. It presents a general environment for building, executing
and tuning matching processes/workflows (various matchers and combination
strategies) and allows to plug in existing matchers. It provides a graphical
editor for constructing matching workflows and several views to analyze the
(intermediate) alignments. One of the views presents the current alignment
as a cube where two of the dimensions present the source and target ontolo-
gies and the third dimension depicts the similarity values as bars—taller bars
represent higher similarity values. While this work also employs the cube
metaphor it only shows one alignment at a time, i.e., does not provide means
for comparing several alignments with it. The cube is employed to easily dif-
ferentiate between high and low similarity values; decomposing it to different
projections is not considered.

While all three frameworks provide a rich back-end infrastructure for
configuring and executing (combination of) alignment algorithms the tabu-
lar views are too limited to adequately address the simultaneous interactive
comparison of several alignments and provide visual exploration at different
granularity levels. The third framework devotes more attention to the vi-
sual presentation of the results but it only depicts one alignment at a time.
In comparison our work focuses on the user interface and allows to visually
explore multiple alignments together and thus it can be seen as a necessary
complement to the back-end functionalities offered by these frameworks.

4.4 Debugging of Ontology Networks

This section presents related work in connection to Paper III and focuses on
detection approaches relying on the knowledge inferred from the integrated
network and thus independent of external domain knowledge. The detec-
tion of modeling defects, especially missing structure, is not trivial since it
requires domain knowledge and may not lead to defects discovered by reason-
ers. Manual inspection, apart from being error-prone, is, of course, possible,
however, tedious and even infeasible for very large ontologies. While discov-
ering incorrect relations may be possible by examining all existing relations,
finding missing ones requires significantly more effort as the user needs to

6http://seals-project.eu/—Semantic Evaluation At Large Scale
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consider numerous possibilities. The process of debugging is similarly effort
intensive as the alignment process and approaches facilitating detection and
repairing of defects are highly needed to support the domain experts in the
debugging task. In our approach we utilize the knowledge intrinsic to an on-
tology network and, additionally, ontology alignment algorithms for detecting
missing mappings. As our approach for debugging alignments relies on de-
tecting modeling defects in ontologies other complementary methods may be
used including methods from ontology learning from text [19], linguistics [55,
132], machine learning and statistical methods [88]. Other approaches include
presenting domain experts with multiple choice questions [1] and employing
antipatterns to find common errors [26].

We first discuss several works carried out by Lambrix et al. [75, 76, 78]
which served as a foundation of the work in Paper III. We then outline sev-
eral approaches which employ knowledge in the network to detect possible
modeling defects [7, 11, 18]. The work by Bada et al. [7] has been supported
by a prototype implementation while the other two approaches are mostly
manual, not supported by a dedicated tool. Bada et al. [7] detect defects in
the ontologies and do not consider incorrect alignments while the other two
approaches are focused on repairing the alignment (although Beisswanger et
al. [11] discuss finding problems in the ontologies as well). At the end of this
section we discuss debugging of semantic defects in ontology networks which
are easily detected by logic-based reasoning. There the challenge lies in the
efficient computation of repairing actions.

4.4.1 Detecting and Repairing Missing Structure in
Ontology Networks

The approach for debugging modeling defects presented in Paper III is an
extension of the approaches presented in [75, 76, 78]. The problem of repair-
ing missing is-a relations in a single taxonomy was initially discussed in [78]
with the assumption that the is-a structure of the taxonomy is correct. The
authors present two algorithms for computing repairing actions for missing
is-a relations. The first, which is similar to the one presented in Paper III,
only computes solutions for a single missing is-a relation. The second extends
it by taking into account the influence of the repairing actions of other miss-
ing is-a relations during the computation of the Source and Target sets. The
results of the experimental evaluation of the extended algorithm show that
such influences are not negligible and in some cases the repairing actions for
different missing is-a relations influence each other. Missing is-a relations in
the context of a taxonomy network with correct mappings are discussed in
[76].

The work in [75] is continuation of [78] where the authors consider wrong
is-a relations in the structure of the taxonomies. In contrast to [78] where
the focus is on a single taxonomy, the context in [75] is a taxonomy network
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with the assumption that the mappings in the network are correct. Paper III
takes the approach further, considering wrong and missing subsumption and
equivalence mappings in a taxonomy network. We see ontology alignment
as a special kind of debugging which allows for completing the subsumption
relations in a network. Therefore, we employ ontology alignment algorithms
as an additional method for detecting missing mappings thus increasing the
knowledge in the network.

After manual validation alternative repairing actions for the missing re-
lations are computed by the repairing algorithms in Paper III. These are
essentially also missing is-a relations which could lead to further detection
of defects. Another work by Lambtix et al. [82] focusing on completing the
subsumption hierarchy in ontologies presented in the EL family of description
logics also computes repairing actions which add knowledge to the network.

Bada et al. [7] present the closest approach for detecting missing is-a rela-
tions to our approach discussed in Paper III. The authors describe a method
for identifying nonalignments (essentially missing subsumptions) in the on-
tologies from the Open Biomedical Ontologies repository (OBOs). The non-
alignments can be seen as the candidate missing is-a relations in our approach.
They are detected based on properties, such as is_metabolized_in, while in
our work we employ subsumption and equivalence relations. Similarly to the
framework in our work, three phases can be distinguished in [7]—a phase
for detecting nonalignments, an examination which resembles our validation
phase and a repairing phase. During the examination, the nonalignments that
should be aligned are identified (they are called discrepancies). The nonalign-
ments that are not discrepancies are indicators of logical inconsistencies in the
ontologies and should be resolved as well. The authors suggest two approaches
for rectifying the discrepancies—either adding the missing subsumptions or
removing the existing subsumptions. In contrast to our approach alternative
repairing actions are not considered in the former case. This approach does
not consider that nonalignments could be caused by incorrect alignments. In
both approaches the search space during the detection phase is reduced—
in our approach we only employ mapped concepts and in [7] only pairs of
assertions with an already existing subsumption relation are checked.

Bodenreider et al. [18] present one of the early works considering debug-
ging of alignments during their development. The authors compare two ap-
proaches for aligning earlier versions of AMA7 and NCI Thesaurus8—manual
and lexical. During the lexical alignment matching pairs of concepts between
the ontologies (i.e. mappings) are identified by lexically matching their labels.
Lexically similar concepts are called anchors and other anchors are further
identified using synonyms from the UMLS Metathesaurus9. The anchors are
used to perform structural validation and resemble the mapped concepts in

7http://www.informatics.jax.org/vocab/gxd/ma_ontology
83https://ncit.nci.nih.gov/ncitbrowser/
9https://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/knowledge_sources/metathesaurus/
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our approach. The manual and lexical alignments are used to create a final
alignment and a structural validation was performed for debugging purposes
in order to remove pairs of concepts without structural similarity from it. In
each ontology, the relations in which the anchors participate are examined and
the existence of at least one common hierarchical relation among the concepts
in the anchors across the ontologies is taken as positive structural evidence.
That is, if there is a hierarchical relation between a pair of anchors in one of
the ontologies so there should be a relation between the respective anchors in
the other. While our approach would consider the relations between anchors
which do not exist in one of the ontologies as candidate missing is-a relations,
the authors use them for filtering out mappings from the final alignment.

Similarly to Bodenreider et al. [18], Arnold et al. [4] also uses the structure
of the ontology to validate potential mappings.

Based on their experience, Beisswanger et al. [11] propose a set of ten
requirements which could be seen as patterns for debugging alignments. The
first half of the requirements covers mainly technical and versioning issues in
the ontologies and alignments. The second part is focused on the content and
completeness of the alignments taking into account subsumption and equiv-
alence relations from structural and linguistic points of view. Closest to our
approach presented in Paper III are two requirements that deal with structural
completeness and resemble part of our detection phase. According to one of
them, if there are equivalence mappings between a particular concept from
one of the ontologies and more than one concept in the other, the concepts
in the second ontology should be connected through equivalence relations. In
the other requirement, a given equivalence mapping is examined to determine
if the subclasses of one of the concepts are connected through subsumption
mappings with the superclasses of the other and vice versa. Another pair of
requirements can be seen as alignment algorithms where (part of) the labels
(or local names) are compared. The checks for these requirements can be
performed automatically to help with the identification of missing and wrong
mappings and also missing and wrong subsumption relations in the ontologies.

4.4.2 Semantic Defects in Ontology Alignments
Merging the two input ontologies and their alignment may lead to unsatisfiable
concepts rendering the entire network incoherent which does not allow for us-
ing standard reasoning services to make inferences from it. About half of the
systems participating in the OAEI Anatomy track this year—201710 produce
incoherent alignments and many tools in the LargeBio track11 produce align-
ments with large numbers of unsatisfiable classes. Meilicke [90] demonstrates
the impact of the incoherent alignments on several applications.

10http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/2017/results/anatomy/index.html
11http://www.cs.ox.ac.uk/isg/projects/SEALS/oaei/2017/results/
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Detecting semantic defects is easily done with logic-based reasoners and
the challenge is in repairing them. Jiménez-Ruiz et al. [67] defines three gen-
eral principles which should not be violated by the integrated ontology. Ac-
cording to the conservativity principle and contrary to our approach, the au-
thors propose that new subsumption relations in one of the ontologies should
not be introduced by the alignment. The consistency principle states that the
integrated ontology should be consistent and contain only satisfiable concepts.
The locality principle assumes that mapped concepts share similar semanti-
cally related entities. Resolving semantic defects in the integrated ontology
network can be done by modifying the ontologies or removing/modifying map-
pings from the alignment. Existing approaches prefer the latter starting with
already coherent ontologies. Automatic repairing approaches follow the so
called minimal impact paradigm and aim to minimize the number of removed
mappings (called alignment repair or diagnosis) assuming that the alignment
is largely correct [112]. This, however, may lead to removing correct mappings
when a large number of incorrect mappings is in conflict with a correct one
as discussed in [103, 112].

Approaches for computing alignment repair consist of computing minimal
sets causing logical contradictions and applying heuristics to decide which
mappings to remove, for instance by considering the confidence values. Some
apply distributed description logics representing the network as a distributed
ontology where subsumption and equivalence mappings are represented as a
set of directional bridge rules [91] while others encode the network in Horn
propositional representations [68, 112]. LogMap [68] and AML [112] apply dif-
ferent ontology modularization strategies in order to handle efficiently large
ontologies. In contrast to AML, LogMap considers replacing equivalence map-
pings by the respective subsumptions which allows for reducing the number
of removed mappings and thus minimizing the impact of the repair on the
alignment. The approaches in [91, 112] compute a global solution and the
one in [68] computes a local solution in shorter time. The approach in [91]
has been implemented in ALCOMO [90] which presents the consequences of
a given decision to the user. In interactive mode LogMap gives priority to
user repairs while AML considers the repair as an offline process. Qi et al.
[106] apply belief-based revision theory and propose a conflict-based operator
for mapping revision. Similarly to Meilicke et al. [91] the authors base their
work on the notion of minimal conflict sets. In another approach Wang et al.
[133] exemplify four patterns of frequently occurring defects in mappings and
propose repairing methods that are either automatic or user-driven. While
most debugging approaches focus on the alignments given coherent ontologies
Rodler et al. [110] introduced an interactive query approach based on rein-
forcement learning which considers the entire integrated ontology network.
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4.5 Information Visualization

The field of Information Visualization (InfoViz) combines research from sev-
eral disciplines—(cognitive) psychology, human-computer interaction, com-
puter graphics and computer science [115]—with the aim to improve the un-
derstanding of complex abstract data [101]. As the main research question
of this thesis is concerned with providing efficient user support during the
ontology matching task, drawing from advances in InfoVis provides a theoret-
ical foundation and a palette of techniques to apply in order to enhance user
support in ontology alignment tools.

Card et al. [21] say that ‘the purpose of information visualization is to use
perception to amplify cognition’. InfoVis leverages the humans’ most powerful
perceptual channel—the visual system—to expand working memory capacity
and ‘offload work from cognitive to perceptual system’ [21]. Visualizations
serve as external memory [95], enable perceptual inference, group information
together and support pattern and outliers recognition [21, 56, 95]. Visual rep-
resentations support the exploration of unknown data, hypothesis generation
[134] and acquisition of insight [95]. Interacting with visualizations allows
for cognitive offloading [87] and is essential in order to facilitate understand-
ing and to overcome limitations of the visual representations especially when
complex and huge data have been analyzed [95]. Visualizations increase the
accessibility of data [56] thus expanding the users of the data and are means
for communication [56, 95].

4.5.1 Visual Data Analysis and Exploration
Keim et al. [70] distinguish three high-level goals of visualization—
presentation, confirmatory and exploratory analyses. The purpose of the
presentation is to ‘efficiently and effectively communicate the results of an
analysis’, i.e., it considers already established facts. Confirmatory analy-
sis aims to verify or falsify existing hypotheses. The last goal—exploratory
analysis—involves developing of hypotheses by searching for structures and
trends in the data with the support of interactive tools. Part of our work in
Papers I and II falls into the scope of the confirmatory analysis where the user
needs to confirm or reject a set of automatically obtained mappings while our
work in Paper VI supports exploratory data analysis where the user develops
hypotheses through the interactive exploration of several alignments.

Data analysis and exploration is undertaken in order to fulfill a particular
high-level task, such as decision-making, and it is facilitated by interactive
visualizations. Ware et al. [134]12 distinguish the activities involved in inter-
active visualization in three broad feedback loops closely interacting with each
other. The data selection and manipulation loop consists of basic low-level

12Chapter 10 Interacting with Visualizations
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hand-eyes coordinated interactions such as selecting, hovering and moving
objects. The navigation and exploration loop includes interactions ‘through
which an analyst finds his or her way in a large visual data space’ and supports
the development of mental models. This broad set of interactions include pan-
ning and zooming or walking and flying provided by the affordances of the
implemented metaphor as well as focus, context and scale techniques, such as
distortion and multiple coordinated views. The problem-solving loop involves
high-level behaviors such as creating, refining and testing hypotheses.

Our work in Papers I, II and VI is in the context of the latter two loops—
the navigation and exploration, and problem-solving loops. Revisiting Paper
I in the light of this discussion, we have identified three categories of desirable
tasks/activities to be supported in ontology alignment tools—manipulation,
inspection and explanation. The inspection category resembles parts of the
navigation and exploration loop—the user is actively moving through the
information space acquiring information at each step while the explanation
category contributes to the problem-solving loop by including activities sup-
plying additional information in support of decision-making. After a decision
has been taken, it is materialized by actions included in the manipulation
category which includes domain-dependent tasks not mapped to a particular
loop. Further, Paper II analyses existing alignment tools and identifies differ-
ent interface features, connected to the three categories in Paper I, supporting
the alignment process. While our work in Paper VI exhibits elements from the
former loop, it mainly targets the problem-solving loop by identifying shared
analytic tasks which contribute to hypotheses development and verification.

Comparing our work in Paper VI to the Heer’s et al. [57] taxonomy of ‘in-
teractive dynamics’ highlights the steps of the analytic process supported by
our tool and identifies areas for future improvement. The taxonomy presented
by Heer et al. [57] captures ‘interactive dynamics’ during the visual analysis
process and consists of three categories encompassing 12 critical types of tasks
for supporting the analytic process. The lowest level—data and view specifi-
cation—consists of low-level tasks that allow for data exploration starting by
visualize to map data attributes to visual properties, filter and sort to focus
on items of interest and discover patterns, and derive to obtain new data by
transforming the existing data. The next level—view manipulation—consists
of tasks for selecting items and navigating the dataset as well as providing
coordinated views for linked exploration (coordinate), and flexible organiza-
tion of the workspace (organize). The highest-level category—process and
provenance—considers capturing and reproducing the analytic processes by
annotating findings and recording the analytic steps. These are necessary not
only to share the analysis with colleagues but also to refine, review and iden-
tify unexplored cues. Finally, the guide task considers supporting knowledge
transfer in developing analytic processes and strategies. Our tool Alignment
Cubes supports the tasks in the first two categories by flexibly changing vi-
sual encodings, interactive exploration by selecting, filtering and sorting by
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different criteria and providing views at different levels of detail (e.g. small-
multiples and aggregated views). The third category is yet to be supported in
order to allow for sharing the results from the comparative analysis of multiple
alignments.

While the analytic process is not explicitly considered in Papers I and II
the discussion above is relevant to them as well. The explanation category
mentioned earlier falls into the scope of the process and provenance cate-
gory by capturing activities for explaining why and how mappings have been
computed by the tool, validated in a certain way and the impact of their
validation.

4.5.2 Large and High-Resolution Displays
Recently, with the development of technology and the associated cost reduc-
tion, large, high-resolution displays have became available at affordable prices.
For discussing large and high-resolution displays we adopt the view of Andrews
et al. [3] who consider ‘…‘large, high-resolution display’ as being a display that
is human scale …the display’s size and resolution are closely matched to the
sphere of perception and influence of the human body.’ and present several
studies conducted in this broad setting ranging from several tiled displays to
wall-sized displays.

Intuitively increasing the number of available pixels means providing more
data as follows [3]: more data entities visible simultaneously, providing more
dimensions (e.g., by for instance parallel coordinates), more details for a par-
ticular entity (without initial interaction with it by, e.g., hovering), data at
different levels of detail (multiscale), higher data complexity and heterogene-
ity (revealing complex relationships), processing space (displaying history of
views/transformations), space for sensemaking (employing spatial organiza-
tion such as clusters and timelines [2, 17]) and enabling collaboration (by
forming private and shared regions). Furthermore, more real estate enables
designs which facilitate gaining insight from the data, such as providing mul-
tiple views of the same data (connected by linking and brushing techniques),
embedded visualizations (embedding the detail in the overview) or combina-
tions of both.

At the end of the 90’s Swaminathan et al. [123] pointed out that ‘when
a display exceeds a certain size, it becomes qualitatively different: different
design issues come into play and interaction design becomes full-blown envi-
ronment design’. A number of studies have shown improved performance and
reduced cognitive load in an everyday office environment due to more periph-
eral awareness, glancing instead of windows switching to obtain additional
information, flexibility in the organization of the space, etc. A significant
part of the benefits provided by large displays are in connection to humans’
spatial abilities. Large displays often replace virtual navigation by physical
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‘thus allowing the user to exploit embodied human abilities such as spatial
awareness, proprioception, and spatial memory’ [3].

Organization of Display Space

At the beginning of the millennium Grudin [52] pointed out that larger dis-
plays better utilize the peripheral view and reduce the cognitive load by glanc-
ing rapidly instead of switching windows to obtain supporting information.
The benefits stem not from the possibility to make a single window larger
but from the flexibility to organize and partition the available space. These
benefits have been demonstrated in a sensemaking study by Andrews et al.
[2].

Bi et al. [17] also observed different desktop partitioning and windows
management strategies. All users partitioned the display into focal and pe-
ripheral regions for primary and secondary tasks and applications and adopted
one of the following strategies: interactive applications closer to the center
with passive applications on the periphery, and windows more relevant to the
primary task closer to the center. Their users reported higher levels of engage-
ment and relaxation when performing their daily tasks; they felt ‘surrounded’
by the task which contributed to improved attention. The authors observed
that the benefits spread over tasks that require several windows (keeping them
visible at the same time instead of switching between them), rich information
tasks (by reducing the virtual navigation in, e.g., excel sheets and maps) and
led to improved awareness of peripheral applications. Similar findings were re-
ported by Ball et al. [8] where the primary task application was surrounded by
supporting applications. The authors observed less window management and
‘decreased time switching between applications, allowing for decrease in cog-
nitive load’ and their participants reported higher level of satisfaction. Similar
workspace organization was reported by Knudsen et al. [71] who employed a
6-meters white board to study possible usage of the additional space during
analytical tasks. The participants used the center area as a working/thinking
area, which is configured by controls located on the vertical periphery, while
special purpose views were fixed at the top or bottom of the white board.

Physical and Virtual Navigation

A major point of difference between regular- and large-size displays is in the
navigation as physical navigation replaces virtual. While physical movement
is more time consuming and tiring, coupling of physical motion and spa-
cial memory would bring benefits in task performance [86]. Navigating large
datasets in front of a regular monitor (by panning and zooming) could, how-
ever, be disorienting and distracting as discussed in [9]. Changing the display
size, which replaces virtual navigation by physical, led to improved task per-
formance while searching and navigating to a target on a map [10]. Ball et
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al. [10] also observed that the increased display size (i.e., more information
visualized) led users to change their strategy due to the better overview of the
dataset they could obtain. The participants in another study [9] performed
faster, felt less frustrated and stressed, and more confident in their replies
while using high-resolution displays and physical navigation for the purposes
of finding and comparing finely detailed data.

In contrast to previous studies which have not considered data manipu-
lation tasks, Liu et al. [86] compared physical navigation in an ultra high-
resolution display to virtual navigation on a regular display during a data
classification task (e.g., reorganization). The authors attributed the improved
performance in the hardest conditions to the use of more efficient strategies
and better use of spatial memory when coupled with physical movement.

Shupp et al. [116] looked into different types of physical navigation by
studying search and route tracing behavior during map navigation with 1,
12 and 24 displays in flat and curved display settings. Curving the display
around the user replaces translational navigation with rotational. They found
that the overall performance improved with the increased display size and it
is best for the largest curved setting.

Navigation in Virtual Environments

Several studies in virtual environments demonstrated differences in naviga-
tion13 in regular and large displays setting. A study by Czerwinski et al. [28]
on a large display with a wide field of view reduced the speed differences be-
tween males and females during a navigational task in a virtual environment.
The wide field of view provided more environmental cues available for pro-
cessing by the perceptual system instead of devoting resources for building a
cognitive map of the environment. The authors suggested that wide field of
view will benefit females with good spatial location memory for computational
tasks that require navigation in complex information displays.

Similarly Ni et al. [97] showed improved performance for navigational tasks
in large display conditions with more environmental cues (higher resolution
or wider field of view). Varying the resolution on the large display impacted
the performance less than changing the resolution in the small display condi-
tion. The authors suggested that this is due to ‘…the large displays improved
navigation performance and hence reduced individual differences in spatial
ability’. Providing a map during the training, as a wayfinding aid, to support
spatial knowledge acquisition and cognitive map development, improved the
performance in all conditions but had significant impact on the small display
condition. The authors attributed these results to the ‘better optical flow

13Please observe the change in the meaning of the word navigation which until now
has mostly referred to the act of moving in the space in front of a large display. In this
subsection the usage of the word refers to exploring and finding how to reach different places
in 3D virtual worlds.
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cues’ in the large display condition which might have supported these behav-
iors. The participants experienced more difficulties while navigating in the
3D world and relied more on the map in the small display conditions.

A series of experiments in a virtual world by Tan et al. [127, 125, 126]
compared a large, projected-wall display and a standard desktop display (with
equivalent content). In the wall condition the users adopted more efficient
cognitive strategies for egocentric tasks and performed better in spatial orien-
tation tasks, [127]; path integration, [125]; mental rotation, 3D navigational
tasks, mental map formation and memory, [126]. The effect of the display
size on performance seemed independent of other influencing factors, such as
interactivity and mental aid (e.g., landmarks).

Sensemaking and Insight

Benefits from flexible space organization and coupling spatial memory and
physical motion spread over complex tasks such as sensemaking.

A prominent study by Andrews et al. [2] showcased many of the already
discussed benefits from the application of large displays during ‘the cognitively
demanding task of sensemaking’. Since sensemaking activities performed by
the participants (students and professional analysts) ‘are common for knowl-
edge workers across many domains’—reading, identifying important points,
arranging, etc.—the authors concluded that their findings can be generalized
to other knowledge intensive tasks. The sensemaking process exhibits issues in
relation to data overload and attention management which could be partially
addressed by employing large, high-resolution displays. Using a small display
requires intentional permanent effort in managing windows as also discussed
in [109], e.g., constant context switching by hiding one window for the benefit
from showing another. In such setting comparing information happens in the
working memory instead of taking advantage of the humans’ most powerful
perceptual system—the visual system, which has been proven beneficial by,
among others, Plumlee et al. [105].

The additional display space was employed by the study participants for
two purposes: as external memory and a semantic layer. The persistent struc-
tures/representations created by the participants acted as external memory
which allowed them to access part of the documents in their context and
refresh their internal memory by rescanning, glancing, etc. without explicit
context switching. The virtual navigation was replaced by physical, which
although not quicker, has been claimed to be more efficient since spatial cues
are available for the document. Having approximate cues facilitates recogni-
tion while at the same time reducing the recall from the memory. Arranging
the documents in the space also conveyed information for the analysts—the
documents were organized according to their relationships and those that were
related ended up together. This is an additional cue that helps to identify
their category and relationship between them by employing the perceptual
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system instead of the memory. (One form of organization particularly stood
out—an ordering where the documents were arranged according to their time-
line horizontally and according to their topic vertically.)

Another study in the sensemaking domain by Reda et al. [109] compared
exploration of crime data with multiple coordinated views in small and wall-
sized displays (in curved settings) by general-public users. After the analysis
the authors reported 74% more observations performed by the wall-display
users. This may be due to the larger number of views simultaneously available
for the wall-size display users in combination with ‘(hypothetically) lower
cognitive cost of physical navigation may have induced participants to revisit
information more frequently’. The scope of the observations performed on
the large display were broader, integrating more dimensions of the dataset.
This was attributed to reducing the distractions of view switching and staying
longer in ’insight-generating mental states’. The sessions with the wall display
were longer and the authors grounded this finding with increased cognitive
engagement during the analytic task. Increased engagement helps in keeping
participants attention for longer and could have been fostered by replacing
virtual navigation by physical which reduces the cognitive costs.

Shupp et al. [116] demonstrated that the type of insights is dependent on
the displays configuration—flat vs curved setting. The type of initial insights
obtained by their users differed—placing more pixels ‘within reach’ in the
curved condition led to more detail-level insights (and was preferred by the
users for search and comparison tasks) while the flat condition led to more
overview-level initial insights (and it was preferred for insight tasks by the
participants).

Knudsen et al. [71] conducted 11 workshops with data analysts from
various domains—health care policy, website analysis, information retrieval,
logistics—and observed them while walking through their recent data analysis
tasks in front of a 6-meters white board. The analysis of the workshop activi-
ties revealed six common behaviors—four regarding the usage of display space
and two regarding interaction strategies and gestures. The most prominent
usage of the additional space during almost all of the workshops was to devote
some areas for a certain purpose during the analysis with usually employing
the central area for a working area. The vertical periphery was employed
for configuration purposes while the horizontal was employed to permanently
display aggregated data, (raw) data sets or particular views. The authors sug-
gested that having additional space ‘one may use more of it to show data for
longer periods of time.’ These persistent representations were used for both
overview and detail views of the data. A common interaction was moving
away from the display for obtaining an overview and moving closer to it for a
detailed view. The participants also used the space to lay down multiple rep-
resentations of data side-by-side and in an alternative approach (one-to-one)
to interact with a single view which was transformed by applying, e.g., filters,
for drilling down and comparing groups of data. It was also observed that
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participants spread the data temporarily when they needed to choose from
several options or modify it.

An important usage of the additional space was to externalize the thinking
process by representing earlier steps both in the form of data processing flows
and snapshots. These enable both backtracking and exploration of previously
abandoned branches but also play a role of history of the manipulations that
lead to the current state. Additionally, the participants found it useful to
prepare a summary of their analysis and to mark the dead-ends reached during
it. Such timeline would be beneficial for walking through collaborators during
the different states of the dataset while explaining and verifying the different
stages of the analysis. Using persistent views of the data to serve as an
external memory was observed by Andrews et al. [2] and was beneficial during
a learning task as discussed by Ragan et al. [107].

4.5.3 Navigation in Digital Environments
One of the complex processes supported by visual representations is navigation
in digital spaces. Spatial navigation is a result of complex interaction of cog-
nitive processes and large differences between individuals have been observed
[137]. Since navigation in physical and digital environments involves similar
behaviors, navigation in digital information spaces in connection to humans’
spatial abilities has been a subject of a number of earlier studies (outside of
the context of large displays). In their work on cognitive tests, Ekstrom et
al. [37] distinguish two main spatial abilities—spatial visualization and spatial
orientation. Spatial visualization is the ‘ability to manipulate or transform
the image of spatial patterns into other arrangements’, while spatial orienta-
tion is the ‘ability to perceive spatial patterns or to maintain orientation with
respect to objects in space’.

Benyon et al. [12] posited that navigation related issues in information
environments will have significant importance in the design of interactive sys-
tems and pointed out that such issues, especially in large information spaces,
will lead to performance differences for different users in connection to re-
trieval time, confidence in the retrieved data, user satisfaction and learnabil-
ity (as shown by Zhang [139]). Indeed, in a number of studies participants
with higher spatial abilities were more efficient in information seeking tasks in
archival search tools [31], hierarchical file systems [130, 129], online environ-
ment [92, 138], online shopping database system [13], hypermedia-based help
system [29], hypertext system [20, 100] and a command line interface [13].

Furthermore, the studies also demonstrated that participants with lower
spatial abilities got more often lost in hierarchical file systems [24, 31, 129] and
visited more often the top-level table of contents [20]. Chen et al. [24] observed
that these participants completed fewer tasks and ‘were hesitant to explore
large numbers of categories …’. Campagnoni et al. [20] have suggested that
participants with higher spatial visualization abilities are able to construct a
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better mental model of the system which is further employed during search
and navigation in it in the absence of visual cues. Providing navigational aids
improved the performance for users with low spatial abilities [120] and for both
users with low and high spatial abilities [100, 130, 138]. The navigational aids
used in [120, 138] provided structural knowledge limiting the need to create
a mental model. Pak et al. [100] further demonstrated that the aid could
also impose demands on users’ spatial abilities—users with higher abilities
will perform better with aids demanding spatial abilities, such as maps (as
opposite to a list with instructions).
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5 Conclusions and Future
Work

This chapter presents an outlook of the contributions of this thesis and draws
directions for future work.

5.1 Conclusions

The Web contains an immense variety of structured, semi-structured and,
most often, unstructured information sources in a variety of formats—web
pages, databases, documents, figures, etc.—interconnected through an enor-
mous number of links. Documents on the Web are mostly encoded in human-
readable formats; extracting meaning from them is a task that only we, hu-
mans, can perform. Thus the knowledge captured in the Web is not utilized to
its full potential, as it is only accessible to human interpretation and cannot
be utilized by machines. In order to take advantage of the data at our disposal
and to turn it into knowledge we need to enable machines to use it similarly
to the way we do—interpret them in context, deal with various quality issues,
integrate and draw conclusions from them in order to produce knowledge and
fulfill tasks similarly to the way we do.

This has now started to change with the evolution of the Web towards
the Semantic Web which encompasses a set of techniques for expressing and
processing data in machine-readable formats. It provides means for automated
agents to access the data captured in the Web of Documents, and to interpret,
integrate and draw inferences from them in order to fulfill various tasks.
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Ontologies are a key technology in the Semantic Web. They provide a
shared, machine-readable vocabulary of a domain by formally representing
the meaning of its concepts and relations and defining rules for creating new
concepts. Ontologies serve as a basis for sharing, integrating and reusing
knowledge and enable interoperability between systems.

Since ontologies are developed by different people and organizations to
fulfill different goals, there may exist several ontologies modeling the same
domain which could differ in conceptual modeling, granularity level, vocab-
ulary and domain coverage. In order to employ several ontologies we need
to find the relationships between their components. This is the subject of
investigation of the ontology alignment field.

Many automatic approaches and algorithms have already been developed,
however, for improving the quality of the alignments (in terms of precision
and recall) user input is still necessary. Ontology alignment is a complex
and challenging task imposing significant cognitive demands on the users.
Involving users during the alignment process has not received enough focused
attention and as a result the development of tools’ interfaces has often been
driven by the need to provide user input to matchers rather than by theoretical
findings in the field of cognitive sciences and human-computer interaction.

5.1.1 User Involvement during Ontology Alignment
This dissertation investigates different issues related to involving users in the
alignment process. Since fully automated alignment approaches are only con-
sidered the first step in creating alignments, we have been interested in the
features that an ontology alignment system should provide in order to effi-
ciently support users during the process of ontology alignment.

We have conducted a literature review encompassing a number of promis-
ing works in order to identify desirable back- and front-end features for on-
tology alignment systems. The front-end features consider the user inter-
faces of the tools; they are grouped in three categories according to their
functionality—inspection, manipulation and explanation of alignments. In
comparison to other works, we have also considered various back-end features
which provide complementary functionalities and assist users in managing
larger and more complex ontologies and alignments (and may further pose
additional visualization and interface requirements). They contribute to the
development of responsive interfaces and a complete infrastructure that sup-
ports the users during (large-scale) alignment tasks.

We have narrowed down the scope of our investigation to what we consider
to be the most cognitively intensive part of the alignment process—manual
validation of candidate mappings. Apart from discussing approaches for align-
ments visualization and necessary interactions we also discussed approaches
for reducing user intervention and maximizing the value of user feedback. We
also touched upon another little researched issue of the users’ (domain or
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knowledge representation) level of expertise and experience with the respec-
tive alignment system.

In order to reveal how the above aspects are supported by state-of-the-art
tools we conducted two literature studies. We have further contributed one
of the few user evaluations in the field by conducting a heuristic evaluation
and an observational user study considering three alignment systems. Addi-
tionally, we provided an overview of the results of the OAEI Interactive track
in 2015 to illustrate the impact of user error on the alignments’ quality and
reveal differences between the implemented strategies to deal with erroneous
input.

As developing ontologies and alignments is an error-prone process, one
desirable feature for alignment systems is to provide debugging capabilities.
The detection of modeling defects, especially missing structure, is not trivial
since it requires domain knowledge and may not lead to defects that could be
discovered automatically. By employing the knowledge inferred in the inte-
grated ontology network, we proposed methods for supporting domain experts
in detecting and resolving missing and wrong relations in the ontologies and
their alignments. We implemented one of the few dedicated tools where the
debugging process is supported by interface components for validation and
repairing which also supply explanations of the defects and recommendations
for repairing them.

We have also considered the latest technological developments going be-
yond regular visualization and interaction settings, e.g., desktop and mouse,
and have investigated the application of large, high-resolution displays in the
field of ontology alignment. Drawing from the characteristics of the matching
task we identified three promising directions for their application—improving
the navigation in the ontologies and their alignments, space to support users’
thinking process and collaboration.

5.1.2 Ontology Alignment Evaluation
Another important problem in the ontology alignment field is the evaluation of
the alignments’ quality. Alignments are compared to a reference alignment,
if such is available, and general measures, such as precision and recall, are
computed. However, most often, reference alignments are not available due
to the cost to develop and maintain. Furthermore, even if reference alignments
are available, these two numbers provide very limited understanding of the
complex algorithms involved in the alignments’ computation and other means
for evaluation are necessary.

To address this issue we proposed a different evaluation approach and
means for evaluation. We developed an interactive visual environment which
allows for flexible visual exploration of several alignments at gradually chang-
ing levels of detail ranging from an overview of several alignments to the
level of individual mappings in an alignment. This allows for fine-grained dif-
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ferentiation between the approaches and facilitates studying their impact in
various (corner) cases. We further provided insights of the last ten editions
of the OAEI Anatomy track evaluation campaign and surveyed the matching
algorithms used by the participating systems and their performance.

5.2 Future Work

We first discuss general research directions related to both developing align-
ments and their evaluation and then provide specific suggestions emerging
from the papers included in this thesis.

General Directions

After studying various aspects relevant to fostering user involvement in the
alignment process, deepening our understanding in the user expertise aspect
appears to be one of the challenging, but promising, research directions. Most
requirements investigations and user evaluations, including ours, have only
considered novice users and predefined tasks. While recruiting actual users
is infamously difficult, we need to understand the needs and requirements of
actual users in order to improve the user support in the alignment tools. For
this we need to go beyond task-based laboratory experiments and first conduct
field experiments and interviews with practitioners which align ontologies on
a regular basis. We need to consider users with different (levels and areas
of) expertise as they likely have different requirements stemming from their
different backgrounds. This will allow to develop tailored interfaces for users
with varying needs.

Ontology alignment, as other knowledge-intensive areas, deals with an
inherently intricate content. Development of alignments and their evaluation
poses high demands on its users and involves a variety of cognitive processes—
perception, attention, working memory, reasoning, etc. Thus, in order to
improve the user support we should draw from findings in cognitive sciences
and consider advances in decision and cognitive support achieved in Software
Engineering with the help of InfoVis and HCI methods.

Ontology Alignment

Our user interface evaluations have revealed different usability issues, as the
user interfaces of alignment systems have not been based on theoretical find-
ings and have often resulted from the need to provide user input to matchers.
Some seemingly trivial issues, such as visualizing multiple inheritance and
search functionality, could become crucial in a large-scale setting. One issue
that constantly appeared in our user study was the terminology adopted by
the three systems. We have emphasized the importance of providing expla-
nations for the matching results which is still insufficiently supported by the
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current tools. As different visualizations are suitable for different tasks and
could reveal different aspects of the data, it is interesting to study how dif-
ferent views support different tasks during the alignment. Additionally, more
research into strategies for reducing the user intervention and maximizing the
value from user feedback are also needed. Usability testing should be regu-
larly performed to analyze the benefits of the proposed solutions and identify
directions for improvement. Providing functional user interfaces with good
usability features will ultimately support their adoption.

A fruitful direction for future research emerging from this thesis is the ap-
plication of large, high resolution displays for the purpose of ontology align-
ment. Although we have discussed improving the navigation in the ontologies
and their alignments, applying multiple views to support users’ thinking pro-
cesses and collaboration in the context of large displays, these problems are
not specific for the large display setting and need further investigation in
regular interaction settings as well.

Ontology Alignment Evaluation

Alignment Cubes Our work on ontology alignment evaluation has just
scratched the surface of a promising research direction. While we antici-
pate the benefits our tool brings to the process of alignments evaluation we
are yet to quantify them through a comparative study including alternative
tools (if any) or approaches (e.g., crafting scripts). Additionally, we need
to evaluate the tool’s usability in order to improve its ease of use, learnabil-
ity, efficiency and understandability of the cube metaphor. Apart from the
necessary evaluation, one interesting direction is to explore clustering and re-
ordering algorithms to provide computational support for trends and patterns
discovery. As already mentioned, introducing complementary views will be of
help here as well. While interviews and field experiments cannot be replaced,
one way to gather data and obtain insights for the actual user actions during
the evaluation process is to log and analyze them.

As discussed in Subsection 4.5.1 Alignment Cubes support the tasks in
the data and view specification and data manipulation categories from the
task taxonomy for supporting interactive visual analysis developed by Heer
et al. [57]. Adding support for the tasks in the third category—process and
provenance—will enable sharing of the (intermediate) findings and recording
of the entire analytic process as well as highlighting unexplored branches.

In the longer term, we are interested in investigating the integration of
Alignment Cubes with the SEALS and HOBBIT platforms used in OAEI.
This will also open the stage for investigating advantages, drawbacks and
methodological issues around the two evaluation approaches: comparative
visual exploration at a detailed level, and overall assessment of the quality of
alignments.
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Alignment Cubes Beyond Alignments Evaluation Another promising
future direction is to investigate the adoption of the tool in different con-
texts such as workflows alignment and provenance as well as Linked Data
exploration.
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